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The p-ri purpose of this paper was to report on
a survey conducted by the University of Florida for the
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT). The
survey analyzed the productivity rates used by the FDOT
to determine contract duration with respect to highway S
construction contracts. The survey also reported on
some of the factors that affect productivity.
A questionnaire was sent to each FDOT Resident
Engineer to survey the current productivity rates that
are being achieved by contractors. The contractor
productivity rates where then compared to the current
*productivity rates used by the FDOT, and recommended
changes are offered.
Also included in this paper are discussions
concerning the importance of productivity in the
construction industry, and the importance of using
productivity to estimate contract duration and ,
construction costs.
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I NTRODUCTI ON _
" IL
A. Background.
Construction is the worlds largest and one of the ..
most challenging industries. In the United States the
construction industry is the largest industry in terms
of dollar volume, number of persons employed, and
contributions to the gross national product (GNP). The A
construction industry employees over 10% of the work
force and contributes over 10% of the GNP. This 300
billion dollar-plus industry Is highly fragmented and
diversified with the contractors ranging from a few
giants who employ thousands of people to the majority
of contractors that employ less than 10 employees.1
Productivity plays an important role in the
construction industry. An increase or decrease in
productivity affects every aspect of our daily lives. S
Productivity contributes to our standard of living, the
nation's economy, and sets the direction of our future.
B. Objective.
• ..
The objective of this report is two fold. First,
productivity will be discussed in general terms with
respect to the construction industry. Productivity
J .,
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will be defined, and attention will be given towards
qthe importance of using productivity to determine S
contract duration and estimating contract costs on
construction contracts. The second objective of this
report will be a case study which reports on a
University of Florida Survey conducted for the Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT). The study surveyed
the productivity rates used by the FDOT to determine S
contract duration with respect to highway construction
contracts. An analysis of this data will be conducted,
and recommendations will be provided to assist the FDOT S
with determining contract time on highway construction
contracts.
C. History. i
The analysis and concern of construction
productivity in the late 20th century is nothing new.
The survival of early civilizations depended on how
effective it obtained and used its resources. From
4000 to 100 B. C. architecture and construction
flourished. Great temples were built in Sumer,
Pyramids were built in Egypt, and the Greek Pantheon
was built in Greece. The construction of the pyramids S
-,.
were some of the greatest structures ever constructed.
It is not known how the pyramids were constructed, but
it has been reported that 100,000 workers were used. S
e, It required planning, organizing, and controlling of
2
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the manpower and available resources to build
structures of this magnitude. The development of
management skills and the technique of keeping a
written record were essential for the construction of
these early structures.
The management invented by the Sumerians and
Egyptians, and refined by the Greeks was further
developed by the Romans with the use of Job
descriptions and specifications. The Job descriptions
allowed for the division of labor which created
experienced and more efficient laborers.
.- The next major advancement in construction
productivity came at the beginning of the industrial
revolution with the invention of the mechanical clock.
These clocks were used for time studies. Time studies 4
we7, not new; however, without an accurate method for
measuring time it was hard to compare and develop a
time study that had any significance. Throughout the
industrial revolution management techniques improved
and time studies advanced. Some early pioneers in •
productivity measurement and improvement are Fredrich
Taylor from the late 1800's, and Frank Gilbreth, who in
1909 published a book of bricklaying systems. Gilbreth
pioneered the application of motion study to increase
productivity in the construction industry. Also
during this time period Henry Gantt made four major
.e
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contributions to scientific management which had a
major affect on the construction industry. They are:
1. The well known Gantt Bar chart,
2. A task and bonus plan that guaranteed a daily
wage for output less than standard,
3. A policy of instructing workers rather than
driving them. This policy was presented in
1908 and was clearly ahead of its time. It 0
was not until after World War I that
management accepted that training of workers
was their responsibility,
4. Introduction of the concept of industrial
responsibility, with service as the ultimate
goal rather than profit.2
In more recent times the development of the
computer has enabled managers to schedule contracts and
track productivity data more efficiently. The computer
allows construction companies to integrate the
estimating, scheduling, and cost control functions of
their businesses.3 Often, and particularly in larger 
-
firms, the individuals assigned to these three tasks do
not communicate with each other. This independence
results in duplication of effort, lack of coordination,
and a negative effect on overall productivity. The
three functions are closely related and work most
productively as a system. The computer has also made 5
scheduling complicated projects easier with the '
4
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computer programs that are available to construction
companies. Probably the most common use of the
computer is for tracking cost control functions. These
functions include:4
1. Faster and easier accounting audits,
2. More accurate information about job costs,
equipment costs, cash flow, etc., p
3. Accurate Job-site and company operating 0
Information,
4. Quicker and more economical preparation of
required reports, W-2's,etc., S
5. Efficient month-end, and year-end closing
information.
%6. Special reports and analysis on request.
%PThe computer provides the construction manager with upV
to date productivity data. This quick access to
information allows the manager to make prompt decisions a...
hopefully affecting productivity in a positive way.
D. Decline of Productivity. 
.
Most of the productivity studies in the early 20th
century were conducted on constiuction activities;
however, it seems that the results of the studies have
"N been more successfully applied to the manufacturing
industry. From 1909 to 1952, manufacturing
productivity per man-hour increased 2.6 times faster 0














From 1960 to 1973 the rise in industrial
productivity in the United States was 3.3 percent while
other countries had double or more the annual rate of
the U.S. increase. In the last 10 years the industrial
productivity has dipped even lower and has maintained
only a 2.7 percent annual increase. The increases in -.y
construction productivity is even lower. It has been
increasing at a rate of less than 1.0 percent a year.
The construction industry has been consistently rated
the worst in terms of increased productivity.
In 1986 the U.S. Department of Commerce published 0
a list of productivity increases for various industries
(figure 1.1). This data shows Just how low the
construction productivity increases are compared to
other industries.








Figure 1.1 1986 Productivity Increases For Various
U.S. Industries. (Adrian, 1987)
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There are numerous theories as to why construction
%*
productivity has lagged or failed to rise when compared
to other industries. One theory suggest that the lack
of increase in construction productivity is due to the
increasing complexity of the construction industry.5
More complex and larger projects exist now than in the
past. The projects have incorporated sophisticated
technology in materials and equipment, but little
attention has been given to installation procedures.
The projects are increasing is size which is decreasing
the expected productivity rates and increasing the
project duration and construction costs. The cost of
construction has risen at a rate approximately 50
percent higher than the inflation rate. The author
continues to state that construction has progressed
through the evolutionary stage of master builders to 'IN
the point that the construction industry consists of •
specialists. A given project can be dependent on over
20 participants (figure 1.2). With this increased
complexity it has been estimated that of some projects
as little as 20 percent of the theoretical man-hours
are used in actually putting work in place.6 V'
Another theory for the low productivity in the
construction industry sites that excessive
nonproductive time of 45 percent is found on a typical
construction project.7 Every industry has
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Figure 1.2 Project Participants.
of the construction Industry contributes to a higher
percentage of nonproductive time than occurs In most
Industries. The construction Industry Is different
than other Industries; because each project Is unique,
it Is geographically dispersed, and it occurs in a
changing physical environment. This nonproductive time S
can be broken down Into three broad categories.
Approximately one-third of all nonproductive time can
be traced to industry-related factors, another third to
labor-related factors, and a final third to management
factors.8 A detailed listing of these factors is
L. contained in figure 1.3.
8
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Industry-related Labor-related Management-related
factors factors factors
Uniqueness of many High percentage of labor Poor cost systems and
projects cost control
Locations at which Variability of labor Poor project planning
projects are built productivity
Adverse weather and Supply-demand Poor planning for
climate seasonality characteristics of measuring and
industry predicting productivity
Dependence on the Little potential for labor
economy learning
Small size of firms Risk of worker accidents
Lack of R & D Union work rules
Restrictive building
codes Low worker motivation
Government labor and
environmental laws
Figure 1.3 Reasons For Nonproductive Time In
The Construction Industry
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A third theory states that the three most
pprominent factors causing decreased productivity are:9
1. Excessive governmental regulations,
2. Inadequate investment,
3. Reduced research and development.
These are Just a few of the theories that are used
to explain and Justify why the construction industry's v
productivity rate has not kept pace with other
U?
industries. All of the theories have merit, and there
does not seem to be one simple solution to the problem.
9
E. Definition of Productivity.
How do you define productivity? What does
productivity mean to your employees? At what level of
productivity does your organization operate? What
standards are used to measure productivity? Does your
organization have have productivity goals to meet or a
program to monitor productivity? How do your employees
react to the productivity goals? S
The answers to these questions vary depending on
how well the organization is tuned Into the importance
of productivity and its measurement. Some employers •
simply can not answer the questions. A high level of
productivity is important to any company's success and
survival. There is no common widely shared industry
definition of productivity, and there is no best way to
t~. measure the fluctuation of productivity.
There are many definitions used to define
productivity. The term productivity is generally used
to denote a relationship between output and the
associated inputs used in the production process. The 0
simplest definition of productivity is the ratio of
outputs of goods or services to inputs of resources.10
The common expression of productivity is shown as
follows:
PRODUCTIVITY = OUTPUT/INPUT
The ratio can be quantified in many different 5
ways. A partial productivity ratio only quantifies one
10 5lO •
input factor per output; for example, output per man-
hour. A complete ratio of productivity would include S
all the input factors required to produce the output.
These input factors include items such as; labor,
material, capital, energy, equipment and design.
Because of the complexities involved with measuring and
identifying representative factors, the use of partial
productivity ratios is more common. It is therefore S
important when comparing productivity rates to specify
which input and output factors will be measured. One
must understand the productivity ratio's application S
and limitation.
In the construction industry the most common way
to quantity productivity is to relate the output to the
quantity of labor required to produce the output. The
labor is usually measured in man-hours or dollars. An
qexample of this partial productivity ratio would be
tons/man-hour or cubic yards/man-hour.
Where the construction industry usually uses
quantity of labor for measuring productivity , other S
industries use other factors in their definitions. One
of the most broad and universal definitions is used by
the United States Department of Commerce. They define
productivity as dollars of output per man-hour of labor
input. Using this definition the Department of )'.
Commerce reports annually on the United States _
productivity. When using the Department of Commerce's
VV4 I-1717%Ix-1 --. , : 11 -A. -Z .
definition to compare productivity over a period of
several years it is necessary to adjust the numerator
(dollars of output) for inflation and other factors
that would affect the value of output. This adjustment
will allow for the productivity ratios to be compared
in constant dollars.
F. Related Productivity Terms.
There are many different but related terms that
are used in conjunction with productivity. What do we
mean by productivity in terms with performance, .
NZ production, and efficiency?
Productivity is not the same as performance. A
worker can work strenuously but have low productivity
due to ineffective working methods. On the other hand,
productivity can be high with low performance with the
assistance of automated equipment. Performance is
usually regarded as the product of the worker's ability
and motivation. An employee's performance can rise or
fall with an increase or decrease of motivation or
ability.
Sometimes productivity is regarded synonymous with W
production. Production is the process of transforming 0
inputs (labor, material, capital, energy, and
equipment) into a good or service such as a road or
L building. Total production may increase by increasing •
an input factor; however, productivity can remain
12•%
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constant or change if the ratio of output to Input
changes. An example of production increasing while 0
productivity remains constant would be: 4 units per 2
man-hours, compared to 12 units per 6 man-hours. The
input has increased, but the productivity has remained
the same. It in important to specify the input and
output to be measured when comparing productivities.
Efficiency is simply the ratio of actual 0
productivity divided by the estimated productivity.
The main use of efficiency is in comparing
productivities of different factors or of the same
factors at different times. This ratio allows the
project manager to compare the estimated productivity









Productivity standards provide the basis for
comparing current productivity rates, and the S
estimation of the costs and duration of a proposed
project. The main methods used in the construction
industry to develop and measure productivity standards 0
are by using historical accounting data, or by
analyzing a work process and then developing a
scientific standard.l1 The accounting based standard P
is the most popular and usually the most reliable for
contractors.
Historically Based Standard.
The accounting based standard is based on
historical data that has been collected from past
projects using the contractor's cost control system. S
The process for developing and collecting the data is
relatively simple, and the historical measurements of
productivity 7an be invaluable if used and stored
correctly. is easy to see that the more historical
productivity data that is collected on an event, the




There are four potential weaknesses that
characterize the use and collection of historical
data.12 I feel that these weaknesses can be over come
as long as the personnel utilizing the data are aware
of how and under what conditions the data was
collected.
The first potential weakness is that construction
contractors never build the same project under the same
working conditions using the same resources. A few of
these changed conditions include weather, number of
men, and quality of management. Continuous collection
of data can average these conditions, and make the data
reliable to predict future events.
A second criticism is that the historical data may
not be current. It does take time to collect and K
process the data; however, the construction
productivity has been relatively unchanged over the
past ten years. This really should not be a major
concern.
A third problem cited relates to the difficulty of
obtaining accurate accounting data at the Job site.
For most Jobs the foreman and superintendents tend to
discount the need for accurate accounting data. It is 0
wtherefore necessary to develop a reliable and mandatory
Job site accounting system.
L The fourth problem with collecting and using
historical production data is that the productivity
15
inefficiencies are included in the data. Accounting
records do not differentiate between productive and
nonproductive time. The records represent what has
been done rather than the potential of what could be
accomplished. This is not all that bad though, because
if the contractor can not over come some of these
inefficiencies they should remain part of the
production rate; otherwise, the contractor's estimate
will be to low which could result in financial loss.
Scientifically Based Standard.
As mentioned earlier the second method for
measuring and setting productivity standards is by
analyzing the work process and then developing a
scientifically based standard. There are many
techniques that are used to develop these standards.
One process is the work study method.
A basic knowledge of probability statistics is S
very useful for the use of the work study method. Much
of the data collected is subject to variability and
cannot be determined to be correct with absolute
certainty. The work study is divided into two parts,
method study and work measurement.13 Method study is
mainly concerned with the reduction of unnecessary work
content and the ineffective time associated with it.
Work measurement techniques provide a means for '-.
measuring times of work operations. The work study
technique consists of randomly measuring and observing
16
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a portion or sample of a work crew. After making the
observations new ways are proposed to improve the 0
productivity of the Job.
The work study is actually very systematic. Each
portion of a work task is investigated in detail to
ensure that no factor affecting the efficiency of an
operation is overlooked. The detailed study covers 4-
site layout, labor, equipment, tools, and materials S
handling procedures.14 The evaluation should begin
from the overall or big-picture viewpoint and %
progressively focus of the smaller elements of the S
task. Unless the relevance of the small task is
understood In the context as a whole, effort is often
wasted on details that are not relevant. 0
The construction work is broken down into
elements, both productive and nonproductive so that the
observer is certain to record and time each element S
accurately. When conducting a work study the observer
should remember that the contractor's needs are
paramount. The work study design needs to be flexible S
enough for the observer to respond to the changing
conditions of the Job site. A work study procedure
should adhere to the following basic steps:15
1. Select the work to be studied,
2. Record all relevant facts,
3. Examine the facts critically, S
4. Develop the new method,
17
P5. Install as standard practice,
6. Maintain by routine checks. e
There are many other techniques that are used to
develop scientifically based productivity standards.
Some of these methods are work sampling, motion
analysis, and time study.
B. Estimating.
The importance of accurate productivity
information cannot be over looked. Whether you gather
and calculate your own information or use one of the
many published books that contain productivity rates.
Knowing accurately the productivity rates of ones own
resources is the key to good estimating, and good
estimating is the key to success in the construction
%- industry.16
qThe preparation of accurate estimates leads to the
success or failure of the construction project that is
being bid upon. An estimate to low will insure
financial loss, and an estimate to high will price the 0
construction company out of a Job. Much time and money
is spent to prepare a bid or estimate, and the accuracy
of the bid or estimate is dependent on the accuracy of
the productivity rates. There are many elements that
are vital to an accurate estimate. The three most
P!P
prominent elements are:
1. Determine the quantity of work and material,
P 4 L
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2. Identify the productivity rates to be used,
3. Calculate the unit cost of the resources.
Of these three productivity is the element most subject r
to uncertainty. Given the wide variation in the
productivity of the resources that are part of the
construction production process, the forecasting or
estimating of productivity rates is undoubtedly the
leading risk factor in a construction estimate. The
estimators get their information for productivity rates
from numerous sources which include field experience,
books, and historical records. .
To estimate direct labor cost of a project an
estimator can use productivity rates in the form of man-
hours per unit or dollars per unit. For example, for 0
the direct labor cost of carpenters placing a form for
a concrete wall, the estimator might establish a
historical productivity data file of 12 man-hours per
100 square feet of forms, or a unit cost of $1.44 per
5., square foot of form. These two types of productivity
data can be changed from one to the other as long as S
the labor wage rate is known. To continue with the
example, assume that through historical information it
has been determined that it takes 12 hours of carpenter
labor to place 100 square feet of form for a concrete
wall. It is also known that the labor rate for a
carpenter is $12 per hour. Therefore:
Unit Cost = (12 hr)($12/hr)/(100 sf) = $1.44/sf
19
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Care should be taken when using any historical
data for estimating. The man-hours per unit
productivity rate is not as sensitive to change over
time as unit cost data are. From 1970 to 1980 direct
labor productivity was relatively constant and averaged
less than a 1 percent annual increase. During this
same time period, construction wage rates increased by
as much as 15 percent in a single year.17 As can be
seen, the estimator must know what the historical data
is based on and how old the data is that is being
relied upon.
If no historic data is available there are many
references that can be utilized that publish
productivity rates and costs for various items. These I.
references normally give a national price per unit that
must be modified for your particular geographic area.
Some of the more popular references are:
1. R. S. Means Building Construction Cost Data,
2. Dodge Construction Pricing & Scheduling Manual,
3. Richardson General Construction Estimating
Standards,
4. F. R. Walker's The Building Estimator's
Reference Book.
Productivity of construction resources to include
labor and equipment is dependent of numerous factors,
including weather, Job location, and supervision.




the estimator has to deal with. It is the estimator's
ability to identify the many factors that impact 0
productivity that dictates the accuracy of a
construction estimate. Clearly the estimator's
understanding of productivity including its forecasting
and measuring enhances a contractor's ability to
improve his performance When more standardized
pn.i
productivity information is available to the estimator
less time and money is needed to prepare the estimate.
More importantly though, the degree of accuracy of the
estimate, and the estimator's confidence level goes up..
as more productivity information becomes available.
C. Scheduling.
Much information can be found concerning the
scheduling of construction projects; however, there is
not much information that relates the importance of the 0
relationship between productivity and scheduling. A
project schedule has a great deal in common with the
cost estimate, both are made before the start of the P
contract and both are based on historical productivity -
data. Most of the information relating productivity
and estimating already stated in this report is equally
applicable to scheduling and will not be repeated here.
A project schedule is made by dividing the project
of breaking the contract into project activities
21
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requires special attention, sense the resulting list of
project activities dictates the overall project plan
and schedule. There are many methods available that
are used to combine the activities together to form a
complete project schedule and determine the contract
duration. Some of the more popular scheduling
techniques are the Bar Chart, the Critical Path Method
(CPM), and the Line of Balance (LOB).
The scheduling techniques are different in many
ways; however they all have one characteristic in
common. They all use productivity rates to determine
each activity duration. The productivity rates used
must be in the form of a unit quantity per unit time.
Productivity rates in the form of dollar per unit S
quantity cannot be used to determine activity 8
durations.
Each activity duration is determined on the basis
of the quantity of work, the crew to be assigned to the
work, and the crew's productivity.18 The following is
an example of determining activity duration for placing S
wall forms.
Quantity of work 8000 sf
Estimated productivity 10 mh/100 sf
Crew size 5 workers
Duration = (8000 sf)(10 mh)/(100 sf)(5 mh/hr)(8hr/day)
~= 20 Days
22P%
Each activity productivity is dependent of the A
contractor's resources that he chooses to use to
perform the activity. These resources include labor,
equipment, material, and capital.19 The contractor
must choose the best combination of these resources to
maximize the activity productivity.
Like cost estimating, determining activity
durations is subject to uncertainty and contains a
degree of risk. It is important for the owner or the
architect-engineering firm who decides the overall
contract time to make this duration realistic and
obtainable. Tight schedules foster low productivity as









The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)
V uses standard productivity rates to determine contract
time for their highway construction contracts. These
productivity rates are based on a study conducted by
the FDOT in 1959. In today's contracting claimant the
use of current and accurate productivity rates is
paramount.
The determination of contract duration has gained
added significance due to disputes between the
contractors and the FDOT which has led to legal action
in many cases.20 In some cases the contractor has
alleged that the contract times established by the FDOT
were unreasonable. Because of the age of the standard
productivity rates and the heightened awareness brought *I
about from the disputes by contractors, the FDOT wanted
ZI to update their productivity rates and review their
method for determining contract time.
The FDOT contracted with the Civil Engineering •
Department of the University of Florida to review the
24
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FDOT procedures for setting contract time. Part of
this review included updating the standard productivity
rates used by the FDOT. This report will not discuss
in detail how the standard productivity rates are used
to predict contract time; however, this report will
analyze the productivity survey that was sent to all
the FDOT Resident Engineers, and compare these rates to
other productivity rates being used by other state
highway agencies and contractors.
The current FDOT procedure used to determine
contract duration is based on standard productivity
rates and the total quantity of work for specific work
activities. The number of working days per activity is
calculated by dividing the total work quantity by its
corresponding productivity rate. The total contract
duration is then determined by adding the number of
working days allotted to each activity. Work days are
then converted to calendar days by multiplying by a
conversion factor of 1.43.
B. The UF Survey.
A survey questionnaire was prepared and sent to
all FDOT Resident Engineers to collect daily
productivity data on 17 of the standard productivity
rates that the FDOT uses to determine contract time. A
sample of the survey questionnaire is contained in
Appendix A. A sample of the Project General
25
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Information sheet and a Field Observation Work
jActivity sheet from the survey follows as figure 3.1a
and 3.1b. Ralph Ellis, a research assistant at the
University of Florida, designed the survey form and
sent the survey to the Resident Engineers. The
response to the survey was outstanding with only one
Resident Engineer not responding. Each Resident
Engineer was asked to select three projects and record
the contractor productivity for the 17 work items
included in the survey. Five separate measurements of
total daily productivity were requested for each
activity. Not only were the engineers requested to
record daily productivity data, they also recorded
factors that might affect the productivity of the work
activity.
Figure 3.1a shows the information that was
recorded for each project observed, and figure 3.1b
shows an example of the factors that were recorded for
each work activity. The 17 work activities that were
studied. They are:
Milling Existing Pavement Clearing & Grubbing
Reflective Pavement Markers Base Construction
Breaking & Compacting Concrete Sidewalk
Compression Seal Replacement Concrete Pavement
Surface Treatment Guardrail Excavation
Plant Mix Surface Stabilizing Seed & Mulch
Curb & Gutter Storm Sewers Sod
26
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WORK ACTIVITY: CLEARING and GRUBBING
I. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: _
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: . acres
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO'. HOURS WORKED: _
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO. HOURS WORKED: _ _
4. TYPE OF CLEARING AND GRUBBING WORK: t
light : grass and scattered brush
_ medium : brush and scattered trees
_,_- heavy : heavy brush and large trees
5. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
WEATHER (RAIN)
___TRAFFIC -.
INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
____ UTILITY DELAYS




Figure 3.1b Sample, Work Activity Sheet
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The survey measured the daily productivity rate
for each work activity. Since the FDOT does not know
the contractor's capability of the resources that will
be used to complete a contract, the measurements taken
for the survey do not take into account the crew size
or the number of hours worked by each crew. These two
items are critical when trying to determine
productivity rates; however, the FDOT must measure the
daily productivity rate independent of these critical
items.
C. Productivity Factors Used In The UF Survey.
My task was to analyze the questionnaires that
were completed and returned to Ralph Ellis, and provide
an average productivity rate for each work activity,
and also determine the effect that the different
productivity factors had on the work activities. The
questionnaires were transferred to a Lotus 123
spreadsheet so they could be manipulated. There were
60 construction projects that were transferred to the
spreadsheet.
For each project the engineer was required to
determine three different conditions or group of
factors that could affect the productivity of the
entire project. See figure 3.1a. The first condition
was the category of the construction. These categories




of a new road; signalization; and bridge. The second
condition was the local conditions of rural, urban, and
limited access road (interstate). The third condition
was traffic conditions of light, medium, and heavy.
Each work activity also had factors that could
have an effect on productivity. These factors were *;
weather, traffic, insufficient manpower or equipment,
utility delays, and phasing of work required by the
contract. See figure 3.1b. Some of the work
activities had more factors depending on the nature of S
• "" the work. These are not all of the factors that can
effect productivity, but it was felt that these were
the ones that could be easily identified by the 0
Resident Engineers.
An average productivity rate was calculated for
each work activity. Each data sample was then
categorized by productivity factor, and then analyzed
to determine the positive or negative effect that the
productivity factor had when compared to the overall 0
productivity rate for the work activity.
1
A.300
D. Analysis Of UF Survey Results.
As stated before, the participation in the survey
by FDOT Resident Engineers was outstanding. A total of
60 construction projects ware surveyed, and a total of
1354 observations were measured. These observations
are spread over the 17 major work activities.
A brief summary of the average productivity rates
obtained in the survey for each work activity is
contained in table 3.1. For comparison purposes the
productivity rates that are currently being used by the -S
FDOT are shown in table 3.2. Tables 3.3 through 3.19
contain the summary for each work activity, and are .w
located immediately following this section. These .
tables also show the effect the factors had on
productivity. Of all the data collected only one
observation appears to be way out of line. This was
the 69,672 SY/DAY observed for stabilizing. This value -4
Sis 3.5 times greater than any other observation for
this work activity and even 15 times higher than the
recommended rate of 4,500 SY/DAY.
There were no real surprises in the results. The
factors contained on the project general information""
sheet (figure 3.la) effected the productivity rates as
expected. The productivity rates associated with
construction were higher than those associated with _




SUMMARY OF PRODUCTIVITY RATES
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA SURVEY
WORK ACTIVITY AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAILY DAILY
SAMPLES HIGH LOW
I. CLEARING , GRUBBING 2.29 ACRES/DAY 106 11.19 0.018
2. EXCAVATION 1,044 CY/DAY 122 12,451 7
3. STABILIZING 4,636 ST/DAY 78 69,672 62
4. BASE CONSTRUCTION 1,691 S/DAY 160 10,923 14
5. SURFACT TREATMENT 653 CY/DAY 22 2,239 35
6. CONCRETE PAVEMENT 82 SY/DAY 15 136 8 -A 4
7. KILLING EXISTING PAVEMENT 12,244 SY/DAY 95 32,028 444
8. PLANT MIX SURFACE 720 ?ONS/DAT 198 2,36S
9. STORM SEWERS 68 LF/OAT 108 400 3
10. CURB & GUTTER 335 LF/DAY 93 1,402 0
11. SIDEWALK 130 SY/DAY 35 957 2 S
12. SEED i MULCH 23,577 SY/DAY 58 118,281 1,30V
13. SOD11,799 SY/DAY 139 1,3
14. GUARDRAIL 365 LF/DAY 52 2,288 0.0
,?
15. REFLECTIVE PAVEMENT MARKERS 626 EACH/DAY 57 4,215 36
16. BREAKING i COMPACTING CONCRETE 90 ST/DAY i0 228 5
17. COMPRESSION SEAL REPLACEMENT 141 LF/DAY 3 186 114
-., .- 54
Table 3.1 Summary of Productivity Rates
University of Florida Survey
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FDOT PRODUCTION PRT- FOR ESTIMATING
WORKING DAYS
No. Work Description Number of Workinc Days
1. Clearing and Grubbing. 000023 Ac./SF I to 10 Acres per day,
2. Excavation (Regular, Lat. Ditch, (See chart for No. Days)
Subsoil; Convert grading roadway
to Cu. Yds. for this purpose).
Shldr. grading (Resurfacing) at
1 mi/day
i s
3. Stabilized Roadbed 5,000 Sq. Yds. per day(Not to exceed 10 days)




5. Surface Treatment 200 Cu. Yds. per day
6. Cement Concrete 5,000 Sq. Yds. per day
[ 7. Milling Existing Pavement 4,000 Sq. Yds. per day
(Max 20 days)
8. Plant mixed surfaces (See chart for No. Days)
(in tons- for conversion see * below)
9. Storm Sewers (on Munic. Const.; 100 to 400 linear ft. per day
includes pipe, inlets, manholes, etc.)
10. Curb and Gutter, Valley Gutter, etc. 300 to 7Q.0 linear ft. per day
11. Sidewalk 300 Sq. Yds. per day
12. Sprigging/Grassing 15,000 Sq. Yds. per day
2420 S (Not to exceed 15 days)
* (225,000)
13. Guardrail (When a significant 1,500 linear ft. per day
part of Contract)
14. Breaking & Compacting Exist. Conc. 5,000 Sq. Yds. per day
Pav't (RE-SEAT CONCRETE PAVEMENT)
.5i
Table 3.2 Current FDOT Productivity Rates
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15. Utility Delays (Consider complexity and type
Construction) h
16. Com.ression Seal Replacement 30 ft. Lo 40 ft. per day
(Use 40 ft. for 2,000 ft. +)
17. Reflective Pavement Markers 0 - 20,000/500 per day
(Wrhen a significant part of 20,001 - Up/1,000 per day
Contract)
18. Bricaes (Use charts)
19. Small Bridges and Drainage Structures
(No extra time unless they comprise a
substantial part of the work and would
require extra time)
20. General Time: (Moving in preparatory (15 days Normal , 25 Days
to commencing work, etc.) Resurfacing)
21. Special Acquisition Period allowed
Prior to beginning charging of 0
Contract Time (Calendar Days)
a. Resurfacing I - 20,000 Tons/30 days
(not when primarily recycling) 20,001 - 60,000 Tons/60 days
60,001 - Over Tons/90 days
b. Signalization (when primary work 90 days
is signalization). Reconsider on
jobs when "other work" exceeds 90
days, in which case the period mayp be shortened. S
c. Highway Lighting (when primary 120 days
work is lighting). Reconsider on
jobs when "other work" exceeds
120 days, in which case the period
may be shortened. 7
d. Highway Lighting Conversion 90 days




Table 3.2 cont. 0
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Sassociated with reconstruction were higher than
improvements to intersections and bridges. This same
correlation could be made for the local conditions and
traffic conditions.
The following figure 3.2 is the weighted average
of the percent increase or decrease that the project
factors had on productivity when compared to the
overall average of the work activities. To obtain
these percentages the percent difference from each work
activity and each factor i.e. construction,
reconstruction, rural, light, etc., was combined into a
ON weighted average. Each work activity's average
productivity rate was used as a baseline. A partial
S sample of the equation used for the factor of
construction follows. In this equation the numbers are
obtained from the first three work activities of
Clearing and Grubbing, Excavation, and Stabilizing.
Project Category: Construction
14 [(31*38.19%)+(30*119.68)+(25*77.44)+. .. ]/[31+30+25+...]
-42.59 %
By using the weighted average the percentages in figure
3.2 relate the factor's overall effect on productivity

















Figure 3.2 Project Factors Percent Effect
On Productivity.
It should be noted that the percentages in figure
3.2 are independent on each other for project category,
local condition, and traffic condition. There was no
way to relate the data from one condition to another
using Lotus 123. It is interesting to note the wide
range of difference between some of the items such as,
,% Construction (42.59%) and Intersection (-52.24%). That
Is a 90 % range or difference In productivity rates.
The same procedure for weighing the averages of





Activity sheet (figure 3.1b) was also computed. Figure
3.3 contain these results. Of the factors measured in
this survey the factor of Utility Delays had the most
detrimental effect of productivity, and as expected the
productivity rates where no factors were detrimental
had the highest productivity rates.
PRODUCTIVITY FACTOR 0
No Factor 16.98 %
Work Phasing Required By Contract 13.96
Weather 4.71





Figure 3.3 Work Activity Factors Percent Effect
On Productivity.
-----
The range of daily productivity rates received for
each observation by the Resident Engineers was very .3
wide. In all cases where there were more than a few
observations the standard deviation was very large. In
some instances the standard deviation was larger than
the average productivity rate for the work activity.
The wide range of productivity rates and the large
standard deviations show that the normal distribution S







ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
NUMBER Of SAMPLES 106 53 31 7 15
TOTAL UNITS VORKED 242 136 98 2 7
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 829 409 291 19 112
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAT 7.82 1.71 9.37 2.64 7.43
HOURLY STAN. DIV. 2.83 2.78 1.42 0.79 2.61
HOURLY VARIANCE 8.02 1.74 2.02 0.62 1.16
AVERAGE UNITS WORIED/DAY 2.29 2.56 3.16 0.27 0.45
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. Z.52 2.18 3.1) 0.32 0.42
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 6.37 4.73 10.15 0.10 0.17
DAILY HIGH 11.19 8.23 11.19 1.04 1.00
DAILY LOW 0.018 0.100 0.13 0.02 0.02
CA.
%PERCENT DIFFERENCE 12.021 3.191 -8.08% -80,32%
A,.€
FRON THE AVERAGE




1. cont. CLIING uDD
GRIBING (ACRIS)
LOCIL CONDITIONS TRUffIC CONDITIONS
IU n il LINITID LIGI? NIDIUN HIA
"18NDm o SI PLIS 5 42 14 10 41 41
TOTA MIT[S VOlIED 103 79 60 19 111 106
TOTAL louts WORKID 439 255 135 17 407 336
A VR E lOUs WOIKED/DAi 8.78 6.01 5.64 1.70 8.47 6.99
NOULY SflU. DIv. 1.98 3.14 1.17 2.11 2.54 3.00
DOURLY VARIICI 3.91 9.85 1.31 4.76 6.46 8.9?
AV1AGE UITS WORKED/0l! 2.06 1.l9 4.29 1.89 2.46 2.20
DAILY QOAITITY STUD. DIV. 2.17 2.86 1.45 1.60 2.01 3.07
DAILY QUIDTIT VAIARCI 4.72 8.20 2.10 2.51 4.02 9.44
DAILY IiN 1.23 11.19 6.06 4.6 7.98 11.19
DILY LOW 0.13 0.02 0.50 0.19 0.13 0.02











NUMBER OF SAMPLES 30 35 23
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 66 63 78
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 214 366 1406
, AVERIGE ROURS WORKED/DAT 7.13 10.46 8.70
HOURLY STAN. DIV. 3.07 1.93 2.11
HOURLY VARIANCE 3.77 3.32 4i
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DA 1.79 1.81 3.39
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 2.34 1.81 2.45
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 1.95 3.38 6.27
DAILY HIGH 11.19 7.98 8.23
DAILY LOW 0.02 0.02 0.15







1. cont. CLEIARIG AND 0
GRUBING (ACRES) ,
FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
WEATHER TRAFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY WORK BURNING OTHER NO
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING FACTORS
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 24 19 7 i8 24 17 25 36 ."
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 54 12 5 15 80 63 43 82
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 163 71 48 121 164 109 ill 312
AVERAGE HOURS WORKII/DA 6.79 3.71 6.86 1.69 6.81 6.41 7.12 8.65
HOURLY STAN. DIV. 3.32 2.73 1.81 3.56 3.50 3.71 2.52 1.37
HOURLY VARIANCE 11.48 8.18 3.81 13.45 12.78 14.60 6.i4 3.61 
AVIRAGE UNITS VORKID/DAY 2.26 0.61 2.32 0.86 3.35 3.68 1.71 2.27 '"
A,0
DAILY QUANTITY STA. DIV. 2.40 0.80 1.85 0.71 3.22 3.60 1.37 2.05 "
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 6.02 0.67 4.01 0.54 10.80 13.74 4.05 4.31 N.
DAILY HIGH 8.23 2.40 5.10 2.40 11.19 11.11 5.65 7.38
DAILY LOW 0.13 0.02 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.02 0.15
PERCEST DIFFERENCE 
-1.20% -73.19% 1.34% -62.491 46.63% 60.841 -25.32% -0.81%
FROM ?HE ORIGINAL %






ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
NUMBER Of SAMPLES 122 71 30 i"
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 127,308 49,509 61,773 2,618 6,408
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 1,22 604 281 31 to
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 8.38 3.50 9.60 5.03 11."0
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 3 2 1 3 3
HOURLY VARIANCE 6 6 1 7
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 1,044 697 2,292 164 1,202iI
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. OEV. 1,503 613 2,441 190 402
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 2,258,059 375,)I 5,382,590 :5,949 i61,164
DAILY HIGH 12,451 2,136 12,451 173 1,300
DAILY LOU 7 12 178 7 732
PERCENT DIFFERENCE -33.18% 119.68% -14.32% 22.82%
FROM THE AVERAGE
Table 3.4 UF Survey Excavation 
,
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2. cont. EXCAVATION 0
(CUJBIC Y ARDS) !N
L3CAL CONDITIONS TRAFFIC CONDITIONS ,
.RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY -.
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 100 52 la 10 - - 64
.TOTAL UNITS WORKED $0,056 31,513 15,734 ),438 77,1'24 40,746 o,
-,k TOTAL HOURS WORKED 519 404 100 60 453 510 '
'A.A
.VIRAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 8.64 lO6100 9.43 ,.9,
2ORYSI. cat. 3XCAVATION
HOURLL VARIAAN LIIE LIH MEIU HAV
AVERAE UNITS WORED/DAT 1,334 606 1,573 94 1,601 637
DAILY QUTAN DE . 3 1,957 713 391 65 4,106 75
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 3,828,475 507,596 152,999 749,043 4,435,981 455,391
DAILY HIGH 12,451 2,856 2,136 2,114 12,451 2,856
DAILY LOW 41 7 750 62 41 7
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 21.86%. -41.92% 50.78% -9.56% 53.19% -3$.99%





S. :nt. EXCAVATION p
i .'JBIC YARD)
7YPE OF EXCAVATION TYPE OF SOIL
REGULAR LATMAL SUBSOIL SA ID CLAY ROCK
DITCH
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 20 5 IS 137 26 5
,TAL UNITS WORKED 91,240 3,466 14,773 105,9 35,408 934
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 710 58 131 75 226 32 0
A';RAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.38 11.50 8.70 3.18 3.69 6.40
b!OURLY STAN. DEV. 2.61 1.43 2.23 i.54 2.34 .6
SOURLY VARIANCE 6.0 4.99 i.33 5.46 3.34
AERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 1,04 633 935 391 .... 137
?AILY 2UANTITT STAN. DEV. 1,654 214 1,112 1,572 904 153
'AILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 2,734,157 45,608 1,236,918 Z,471,219 317,574 Z3,432
DAILY HIGH 12,451 1,095 3,300 12,451 3,300 458
DAILY 'u01 7 496 12 7 127 13
PERCENT DIFFERENCE -2.851 -33.57% -5,53% -5.071 30.51% -82.11%
FROM THE ORIGINAL
.%"7








1ACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
WEATHER TRAFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY YORK OTHER 40
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING FACTORS
-UMBER Of SAMPLES 34 51 25 33 33 27.00 13.00
9TOTAL UNITS WORKED 32,314 23,983 28,695 24,158 43,041 22,811 14,371
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 294 403 221 290 256 214.50 119.50
AVERAGE HOURS WORIED/DAY 8.63 7.39 8.$4 8.77 7.76 7.94 9.19
HOURLY STAN. DIV. 2.31 2.35 1.36 1.91 2.97 3.46 2.29
HOURLY VARIANCE 5.36 5.53 2.47 3.65 3.30 1.9 5.24
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 950 470 1,148 732 1,486 845 1,82
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 862 632 975 664 2,592 822 547
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 743,492 398,350 949,701 441,213 6,716,104 675,614 299,556
DAILY HIGH 3,800 2,856 3,300 2,136 12,451 2,356 1,300
DAILY LOW 37 12 12 12 13 So 7 I











ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION 1RIDGE
:;UNEER Of SAMPLES 73 42 2
70TAL UNITS WORKED 361,614 130,332 205,651 2.,411 31,170'-1 S
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 662 323 229 60 S0
.VERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 8.48 1.69 9.14 10.00 io.00
4OURLY ZTAN. 4SV. 2.14 2.13 1.35 0.00 0.00
_OURLY V A iICE 4.57 4.74 3.30 0.00 .0
AVERAGE UNITS VORKED/DAY 4,636 3,104 8,226 3,735 634
DAILY qOUATiTY STAN. DEV. 8,481 3,707 13,448 972 0
DAILY VUANTITT VARIANCE 71,922,466 13,745,157 180,851,761 945,057 0
DAILY HIGH 69,672 14,700 69,672 5,100 634
DAILY LO 62 62 533 2,256 634
PERCENT DIFFERENCE -33.04% 77.44% -13.43% -86.32%
FROM THE AVERAGE






LOCAL CONDITIONS TRAFFIC COIDITIONS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
!IUMBER OF SAMPLES 42 36 3 6 31 4
70TAL UNITS WORKED 29,104 70,510 63,462 203,104 95,048
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 3175 287 52 2486 324
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 3.92 7.17 8.67 9.43 7.33
NHOURLY STAN. DIV. 1.30 2.37 0.75 2..20 2.&'0
IOURLY VARIANCE 3.24 5.64 0.516 13 .32
AVERAGS UNITS WORED/DAY 6,931 1,959 10,577 5,552 2,135
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DBV. 10,862 2,208 3,759 12,418 2,203
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 117,979,953 4,875,312 14,133,468 154,204,287 4,354,276
DAILY HIGH 69,672 7,466 14,700 69,672 7,466
DAILY LOV 328 62 3,78-8 328 62
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 49.50% -57.75% 121.15% 41.32% -50.00%
FROM THE AVERAGE
Table 3.5 cont. S
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p, 3. cont. STABILIZING
(3qUARE YARD)
FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
'EATHER 7AFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY WORK )THER :;0
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING ...?RS
"UHBER Of SAMPLES 3 19 23 17 23 2 15
7Oi,.L UNITS WORKED 186,900 17,&3 122,397 -1-,769 %,285 13,357
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 222 124 136 149 Z09 145 il4
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 3.70 6.53 9.30 3.14 ).39 3.J3 ".93
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 1.42 2.66 1.47 1.143 1.48 I. "" 4
'-OURY VARIANiCE 2.02 1.09 2.16 1.33 .3 3
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 5,051 909 6,150 1,030 9,294 ,is 7,37
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 11,S60 1,023 15,490 532 14,208 2,590 1,154
DAILT QUANTITY VARIANCE 1.3E08 1.0EW06 2.4E08 2. 3E05 2.0E408 6.79106 1.3W406
DAILY HIGH 69,672 4,403 69,672 2,533 69,672 7,466 5,776
DAILY LOW 62 62 62 321 328 150 1,731
, PERCENT DIFFERENCE 8.96% -80.391 32.651 -77.77% 100.481 -36.05% -15.08% "
FROM THE AVERAGE 0
Table 3 .5 cont.
N
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ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
3UMBER Of SAMPLES 160 107 25 23 5
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 270,535 200,970 471705 16,739 5,120
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 1,450 971 242 193 45
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 9.06 9.07 9.66 8.37 i.00
HOURLY STAN. DIV. 2.33 2.52 1.15 1.48 2.30
9OURLY VARIANCE 5.41 6.36 3.79 2.20 4.20
AVERAGE UNITS VORKED/DAY 1,691 1,878 1,08 72 1,021
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 1,646 1,105 1,725 317 0
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCK 2,708,713 2,907,910 2,175,740 341,458 0 Ile:
DAILY HIGH 14,923 10,923 6,400 2,900 1,024
DAILY LOW 14 14 78 50 1,024
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 11.01% 12.86% -56.96% -39.44%
FROM TIE AVERAGE
"-r




4. :n .,2Ass CONSTRucoION
2Q UARE YARDS)
LOCAL C3,3DITI3S RAFFIC Z"DITICNS
'URAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 38 72 0 10 55 77
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 194,49 6,O46 36,101 1i2,073 02, 361
:TTAL HOURS WORKED "17 604 1-0 SA7 523
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 9.62 0.38 10.00 i.15 3.09
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.37 2.44 2.07 2.30 1.99
HOURLY VARIANCE 1.29 5.94 4.23 
5.0 2.-35
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 2,210 1,056 2,006 2,032 1,329
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 1,729 1,278 1,724 1,687 1,510
2,)39,615 1,633,079 2,971,399 2,346,136 2,279,248
DAILY HIGH 10,923 6,400 6,422 10,923 6,400
DAILY LOW 71 14 140 76 14
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 30.71% -37.53% 18.62% 20.17% -21.3% * ,
FROM THE AIVRAGE
Table 3.6 cont. S
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4. cont. BASE CONSTRUCTION
(SQUARE YARDI
70YPE CF MATERIAL
SAND LIKE SHELL SOIL ASPHALTIC
CLAY ROCK STABILIZED CEMENT BASE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 5 93 0 0 52
?OTAL UNIT" VORKED 16,808 150,746 M,425 0
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 44 $41 4171
AVERAGE HOURS VORKED/DAY 8.70 3.04 9.05
IGURLY STAN. 0EV. 1.03 1.33 21.:I,
X9
HOURLY VARIANCE 1.06 2.73 ?.74 i
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 3,362 1,621 1,566
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 1,065 1,480 1,932
D AILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 1,135,128 2,139,308 3,731,255
DAILY HIGH 4,746 6,422 10,923
DAILY LOU 1,794 14 49




4. coat. EASE CONSTRUCTION 0
ItSQUARE YARD)'
7XCTORS VHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
q EATHER TRAFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY WORK OTHER ;O 
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING FACTORS
.- 
C- C*
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 4 6? 2 14 20 324q i
OOTAL UNITS WORKED 124,832 86,202 34,026 16,552 28,089 40,353 ",341 S
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 599 562 192 117 242 266 325
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 3.35 a.39 9.60 3.32 a.63 8.31 3.56
* HOURLY STAN. DEV. 1.74 2.0 2.28 2.10 ..3 2.92 1.2
HOURLY VARIANCE 3.02 6.74 5.22 4.41 7.13 8.53 2.57
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 1,951 1,237 1,701 1,182 1,003 1,277 2,172 0
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 1,359 1,570 I,811 748 780 1,572 2,202
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 1,346,224 2,465,126 3,279,141 560,232 608,906 2,470,685 4,007,832 At
DAILY HIGH 6,400 6,400 6,422 2,767 3,533 6,422 10,923
DAILY LOW 78 14 55 178 97 49 76 O











ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 22 22 0 0 0
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 14,370 14,310
TOTAL HOURS WORKED IiI ll1
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 8.23 1.23
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.29 2.29 0
HOURLY VARIANCE 5.25 5.25
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 653 653
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 634 634
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 401,375 401,375
DAILY HIGH 2,231 2,239
DAILY LOW 35 35
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 0.00% S
FROM THE AVERAGE
Table 3.7 UF Survey Surface Treatment e
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5. cont. SURFACE TREATMENT
(CUBIC YARD)
LOCAL CONDITIONS TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 13 3 0 1 16 5
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 14,023 347 35 10,185 4,150 •
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 148 34 a 137 36
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.77 11.17 8.00 8.58 7.16
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 1.39 1.39 0.00 2.58 0.57 .0
HOURLY VARIANCE 3.94 3.56 0.00 6.64 0.33
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 738 116 35 637 830
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. BEV. 642 50 0 708 230
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 411,531 2,477 0 501,445 52,49
DAILY HIGH 2,231 171 35 2,239 1,340
DAILY LOW 35 50 35 50 496
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 12.991 -82.29% -34.571 -2.551 27.071 •
FROM THE AVERAGE
Table 3.7 cont. S
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I.?.
P5. cont. SURFACE TREATMENT(CUBIC TUDS)
FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
WEATHER TRAFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY WORK OTHER 10
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING FACTORS
NUMHBER OF SAMPLES 9 13 0 0 0 0 4
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 8,264 6,308 382
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 83 100 
42 I
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 9.22 7.66 i0.3
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 1.69 2.39 .43
HOURLY VARIANCE 2.84 5.73 1.
AVERAGE UNITS VORKED/DAY 918 485 
g6
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 831 327 
55 p
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 690,307 106,197 2,36
DAILY HIGH 2,239 1,040 "7
DAILY LOW 105 105 c5
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 40.57% -25.72% -85.j6% j
FROM THE AVERAGE r
9.
N Table 3.7 cont.
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6. CONCRETE PAVEMENT S
(SQUARE YARD) J.
PROJECT CATEGORY
ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 15 5 0 0 10
17. TOTAL UNITS WORKED 1,226 323 903 "
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 155 55 100
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 10.33 11.00 10.00
HOURLY STAN. DRV. 0.51 0.32 0.00
HOURLY VARIANCE 0.26 0.10 xi0
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 82 65 90
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 44 12 51
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 1,394 139
DAILY HIGH 136 8316
DAILY LOW 847%
. PERCENT DIFFERENCE -21.03% 10.511
FROM THE AVERAGE S
..-- ':.




~ ,J*~.' ~-. * .. :..
6. cont. CONCRETE PAVEMENT I
(SQUARE YARD)
LOCAL CONDITIONS 7RAFFIC CONDITIONS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 10 5 00:
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 546 680 323 303
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 105 50 55 130
AVERAGE HOURS WORXED/DAY 10.50 10.00 11.00 10.00
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 0.55 0.00 0.32 0.00
HOURLY VARIANCE O.JO 0.00 0.10
AVERAGE UNITS VORKED/DAY 55 136 65 30
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. OEV. 25 0 12
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 631 0 139 2,550
DAILY HIGH 96 136 83 136
DAILY LOW 3 136 47 .








6. cont. CONCRETE PAVEMENT
i3QUIRE YARD)
FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PFRODUC?"CN
THIKNESS
WEATHER TRAFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY WORK OTHER NO
- 7' 3' OR iQUIP DELAYS PHASING ?ACTORS
"-a NUMBER OF SAMPLES 5 5 5
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 680 323 223 J03
TOTAL HOURS WCRKED 50 55 50 105
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY I0.00 11.00 10.00 '1.50
. HOURLY STAN. DEV. 0 0 0 J.55
- HOURLY VARIANCE 0 0 0 .30"
0 AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAT 136 65 45 10.
DAILY QUANTITY STAN, DEV. 0 12 30 37
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 0 139 924 1,347
DAILY HIGH 136 83 96 136
m,*
DAILY LOW 136 47 8 47i .





-Y- *p. ~.5-5 . ~ ~ a ~a * J~'. 'd'- *a~., ~..P P
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'1. MILLING EXISTING PAVEMENT 0
(SQUARE YARD)
?ROJECT CATEGORY
ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 95 34 1 0 "
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 1,163,131, 160,114 24
yQ TOTAL HOURS WORKED 44938
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 9.94 9.93 S.oo
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.45 2.43 0.00
HOURLY VARIANCE 6.01 5.91 0.00
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 12,244 12,350 2,274
.0
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 7,461 7,429 0
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 55,669,694 55,193,201 0
DAILY HIGH 32,021 32,021 2,274
DAILY LOW 444 444 2,274
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 0.81 -81.43%
FROM THE AVERAGE
Table 3.9 UF Survey Milling Existing Pavement
62
No
7. cont. MILLING EXISTING PAVEMENT 0
'SQUARE YARD)
LOCAL CONDITIONS TRAFFIC C, NDITIOTIS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT .DIUMi HEAVY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 48 32 15 14 2
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 712,197 287,580 162,311 :04,2a1 333,311 49,536 .' J.
7OTAL HOURS WORKED 450 333 162 1" ;05 506
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 9.37 10.39 10.80 9.54 1.512 10.33
HOURLY STAN. DIV. 2.72 1.93 2.07 3.34 2.28 >18 i
HOURLY VARIANCE 7.30 3.71 4.29 11.1 .21 75.
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 14,850 8,987 10,54 20,206 12,137 10,311
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DE'J. 8,108 4,847 6,765 8,159 7,680 5,130
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 65,744,864 23,497,076 45,769,004 66,567,913 53,98,593 26,331,634 .a.
DAILY HIGH 32,028 20,533 26,422 32,028 29,376 26,422
DAILY LOW 444 2,351 3,833 5,488 444 2,274







7. cont. iILLING EXISTING PAVENENT
,SQUARS YARD)
FACTORS WHICH HAD AN iFFECT ON PRODUCTION .
WEATHER TRAFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY WORK GOTHER NO
01 EQUIP DELAYS PHASING FACTORS
NUMBER Of SAMIPLES 24 10 1)25 11 i6
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 330,551 41- .3 127,049 319,634 126,338 233,374 0
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 218 452 108 255 113 166
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DA! 9.06 10.05 10.75 10.18 11.30 13.4
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.39 2.30 2.04 2.29 127 4.30 •
HOURLY VARIANCE 5.74 5.29 4.16 5.26 1.61 3.43
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/OAt 13,773 9,296 12,705 12,785 12,629 14,586
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 7,315 5,553 6,826 6,112 5,333 10,183
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 53,514,924 30,839,433 46,591,527 37,361,131 28,437,705 103,692,588
DAILY HIGH 32,028 26,422. 26,400 26,422 20,533 30,500 -
DAILY LOW 2,586 2,274 4,444 5,472 4,444 444











ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 198 147 27 15 9
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 142,651 122,404 16,815 1,326 1,606
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 1,932 1,493 255 93 3
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAT 9.76 10.16 9.43 6.17 10.21
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2,6i 2,2 , ,1
HOURLY VARIANCE 6.94 5.06 7.88 12.86 0.28
AVERAGE UNITS WORKEDIDAY 720 833 623 122 178
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV, 565 533 639 ll 10
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 319,112 284,427 407,938 12,366 4,839
DAILY HIGH 2,363 2,359 2,B63 356 274
DAILY LOW 6 6 114 10 4
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 15.58% -13.56% -03.10% -.
FROM THE AVERAGE




8 cont. PLANT MII SURFACE
STRUCTURAL COURSE (TONS)
LOCAL CONDITIONS TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES ill 72 1s 20 8ll 97
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 94,874 31,423 16,354 23,780 66,561 52,4110
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 1,098 666 169 233 800 899 "1 -
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 9.89 9.21 11.25 11.64 9.88 9.27
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.67 2.57 1.88 1.60 2.64 2.61
HOURLY VARIANCE 7.13 6.59 3.53 2.55 6.97 6.34
AVERAGE UNITS WORKSD/DAY 855 436 1,090 1,189 822 539p! S
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 616 337 157 761 5012 4426
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 379,794 149,961 24,638 579,721 316,178 131,167
DAILY HIGH 2,363 1,63 1,217 21,3592,6
DAILY LOW 6 17 582 119 '4 6
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 18,64% -39.42% 51.33% 65.03% 11.06% .-15%








8. coat. PLAIT NIX SURFACE
STRUCTURAL COURSE (TON)
FACTORS WHICH BID A EFFECT ON PRODUCTIOI
WEATHER TRAFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY WORK OTHER NO --'
01 EQUIP DELAYS PHASING FACTORS :
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 74 95 18 0 34 34 40
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 55,278 58,474 16,781 15,318 21,578 33,490
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 728 929 182 334 335 38?
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 9.84 9.78 10.11 9.81 9.84 9.68
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 3 2.68 2.26 2.33 2.15 3.05 0
HOURLY VARIANCE 6 7.16 5.10 5.41 4.64 9.322
I..c
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 747 616 932 451 635 835
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DY 559 466 634 433 575 665
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 312,539 217,601 402,389 187,499 330,499 441,?71
%
DAILY HIGH 2,104 2,104 2,104 1,602 2,363 2,359
DAILY LOW 6 it 133 14 1 10
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 3.68% -14.571 29.401 -37.471 -11.911 15.361
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. ITORM SEVERS 0
(LINEAR FEET)
PROJECT CATEGORY
ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 101 62 20 16 10
TOTAL UNITS IORKID 7,346 3,853 1,660 1,169 664 0
TOTAL HOURS VORKED 848 488 179 108 74
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.35 7.86 8.93 6.75 7.40
HOURLY STIR. DEY. 2.25 2.28 1.83 2.22 1.76
HOURLY VARIANCE 5.04 5.21 3.36 4.94 3.09
AVERAGE UNITS VORED/DAY 68 62 83 73 66
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DRV 57 46 37 98 54
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 3,204 2,083 1,371 9,554 2,957
DAILY HIGH 400 168 174 400 160
DAILYLOW 3 4 16 3 12
PERCENT DIFFERENCE -8.64% 22.03% 7.421 -2.37% V
FROM TIN AVERAGI
Table 3.11 UF Survey Storm Sewers
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9. cont. STORM SEWIRS 0
(LINEAR FEET)
LOCAL CONDITIONS TRAFFIC C& DII!NS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 40 38 0 11 4 3
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 2,305 5,041 394 3,138 3,114
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 310 538 36 267 496
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.75 7.91 7.77 7.34 7.37
HOURLY STAN. DRV. 7.51 2.07 3.31 1.79 2.24
HOURLY VARIANCE 6.33 4.28 10.97 3.19 5.01
AVERAGE UNITS WORIED/DAY 58 74 36 92 61
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 38 64 27 67 01
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 1,125 4,150 715 4,474 2,298
DAILY HIGH 174 400 73 400 174
DAILY LOW 4 3 4 16 3
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0 70 5 5.1 TO 9 15 10 1 24 TO 42
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 67 41 52 56
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 4,221 3,125 3,891 3,455
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 523 3426 407 749
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.80 7.94 7.33 13.38
4GURLY STAN. 0EV. 2.30 2.14 2.45 2.25
BOURLY VARIANCE 5.31 4.60 5.02 5.03
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 63 16 75 62
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 63 43 62 50
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 3,970 1,844 3,365 2,507
DAILY HIGH 400 174 400 168 %
DAILY LOW 3 12 7 3
PERCENT DIFFERENCE -7.38% 12.0% 1.02% -9.30% 
-
FROM THE AVERAGE S
Table 3.11 cont.
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Od,
i. cont. STORK SEWERS 0
(LINEAR FEET)
11CTORS WHICH HAD AM EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
WEATHER TRAFFIC ,ANPOWER UTILITY WORK OTHER 30
9 OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING FACTORS .
HUMBER OF SAMPLES 38 37 27 34 7 2' 1"
T1OTAL UNITS WORKED 2,265 2,604 1,361 2,510 532 1,537 1,087
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 273 234 229 262 49 175 152
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.17 7.68 8.48 7.69 6.93 7.29 8.94
.-
ROURLY STAN. DEV. 2.24 1.91 1.76 2.75 2.68 1.99 2.07
HOURLY VARIANCE 5.00 3.65 3.08 7.59 7.17 3.96 4.239
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 60 70 50 74 83 66 9
DAILY qUANTITY STAN. DEV. 46 74 40 44 20 is 45
% DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 2,110 5,11) 1,594 1,)0$ 394 7,;,.
DAILY HIGH 174 400 174 174 108 400 166
DAILY LOW 3 6 8 9 44 3 4
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10. CURB AND GUTTER 
ULINEAR FEET) -
PROJECT CATEGORY
' 21GINAL .ECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION :NTERSECTION BRIDGE
';UMBER OF SAMPLES f3 50 20 is 5
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 31,10 'm,82 3,468 3,499 1,661
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 150 333 133 131 33
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 3.06 7.66 9.90 1.23 7.50
OURLY STAN. DEV. 2.07 1.92 1.31 1.l6 3.01
4OURLY VARIANCE 4.30 3.0a 3.22 1.34 3.04
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 335 350 423 134 332
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. 0EV 344 367 397 149 185
'. D AILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 118,012 134,773 157,287 22,089 34,051
DAILY HIGH 1,402 1,302 1,402 710 521
DAILY LOW 0 18 34 0 70 4-
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 4.52% 26.57% -41.891% -0.69%
FROM THE AVERAGE S
~~Table 3.12 UF Survey Curb and Gutter-"
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1)cont. CURB AND GUTTER
,LINEAR ?EET)
LOCAL CONDITIONS :RAFFIC CONDITIONS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 28 65 0 0 36 57
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 12,410 13,701 15,277 15,833
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 246 718 298 666
AVERAGE HOURS WORKEDIDAY 3.79 11.05 3.23 11.68
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.2.6 13.38 2.40 14.68
HOURLY VARIANCE 5.12 190.36 6.19 215.60
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAT 443 288 424 2?3
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 361 325 362 3,2
DAILY aUANTITY VARIANCE 130,563 105,324 .21,n39 31,.44
DAILY HIGH 1,402 1,302 1,402 1,302
DAILY LOW 0 18 18 0






p 2.cont. CURB AND GUTTER 0
?AC'T0RS WiHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUC1CI
qEAT ER TRAFFIC IANPOWER UTILITY iRlK J .R _c:0
O RR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING ACTURS
"UMBER OF SAIIPLES 24 22 10 12 33
TOTAL UN'ITS 'iORKEr s,138 2,197 1,300 ,o4 1,,s3 4,"55 2,4
:17AL HOURS 'iORKED 23147 33 36 ~ 1 12)39
";VERAGE HOURS ORKED/DAY 3'65 6:68 3.25 ' 1 .2"
4 OUR LY STAX. 03V. 1.91 1.93 0.73 1.12 2.j .7 1 2.1i
.ivCURLY I'R1ANCE .3 3.14 3.61 3.63 ;.31 J.53 4
AVERAGE UNITS iORKED/DAY 253 104 130 325 170 266 193
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 133 71 93 225 12.5 245 44
DAILY QUANTITY VARIA,1CE 33,316 5,057 8,678 50,511 13,33 5s,'356 230,240
yDAILY HIGH 788 290 304 788 402 891 1,402
DAILY LOW 34 is 54 42 34 47 3








RIGINAL RZCONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION 3RIlCE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 35 26 5 4
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 4,542 3,329 ,3167
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 403 317 50 36
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 11.50 12.15 10.00 3.38
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 3.37 9.60 0.00 0.39
HOURLY VARIANCE 10.07 32.23 0.00 .030 -: q
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 130 128 203 49
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. 0EV. 161 180 40 2-
DALY QUANTITY VARIANCE 25,985 32,505 1,613 848
DAILY HIGH 357 351 257 91
DAILY LOW 2 2 142 21
PERCENT DIFFERENCE -1.34% 56.57% -61.97%
FROM THE AVERAGE






j R : ,OR SIDEWALK
SNUARS !ARD)
*1C1 CODTIN 61iFI Z02171,113 %
RURAL 1IA ~ I~ IC3{T :!EDIUM EVvY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 38333
.6 7TAL UNITS WORKED 1,016 ;,526 54 4,238
,OTAL HOURS WORKED -0 353 3 ;
AVERAGE SOURS WORKED/DA 10.00 i.11.75 6.42 1.55
HOURLY STA1. D37,.0 .2 .8 ~ .0-
HOURLY VARIAiCE !3.00 31.31 .53 ' 33
A ;RAGE UNITS "RKED/DAY ,33 i1 42 148
S
DAILY UANTITY STAN. 0EV. 40 170 19 71
AILY TUANTITY VARIANCE 1,613 '8,999 371 -3,375
DAILY 91GH 257 957 75 557
DAILY LOW 142 2 21 2
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 56.57% -1.43% -67.38% 13.34%
FROM THE AVERAGE




I ot IDEWALK 
-S
(SQUARE YARD)
iACTRS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
EATHER TRAFFIC IANPOWER UTILITY WORK CTHER
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING -12"05
!iU4SER OF SAMPLES 10 14 0 7 7 15
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 2,608 784 1,153 590 30_
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 92 101 73 174 lii
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAI 9.20 7.18 3.93 24.79 14.23 4.i3
HOURLY STAN. DEV. O.98 1.45 0.17 10.94 ii.32 .39
HOURLY VARIANCE 0.36 2.09 0.03 119.70 13.23
AVERAGE UNITS WORKEDIDAY 261 56 166 a4 75 404
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 247 40 70 32 42 i
,' 
. ,-
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 61,080 1,610 4,370 1,337 1,739 :538
DAILY HIGH 957 166 257 144 166 1SO
DAILY LOW VI







t l*4 ,td ll1:rluml M'
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2. ED AD MULCH
.,'QUkRE YARD)
rROJECT C..TEGORY
'3IGINAL :ZCONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION BRIDGE
*.
':, UMBER C7 S.1PLES 53 39 14 1 4
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 1,367,493 790,624 547,400 3,929 19,540
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 447 272 145 5 1
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.71 6.98 10.32 5.00 6.33
, HOURLY STAN. DEV. 3.17 2.60 3.53 0.0O 1.73
HOURLY 7ARIANCE 13.04 s,73 !2.49 '.' -0"7
' AVERAGE U317S WORKED/DAY 23,577 20,272 39,100 9,329 4,85
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 23,010 17,494 11,066 1) 3,131
:AILY QUANTITY 'VARIANCE 532,243,645 306,026,169 965,082,339 3 13,10,737
:AILY HIGH i11,287 17,198 118,217 9,929 10,370
DIILY LOW 1,000 1,000 3,006 9,923 2,420
PERCENT DIFFERENCE -14.02% 65.84% -57.89% -71.28%
-. FROM TEE IVERAGI
4.,
Table 3.14 UF Survey Seed and Mulch
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.2. cont. SEED AND MULCH
SQUARI IAED)
LCCL CCNDITIONS TRAFFIC :41jS
RURAL URBAIN LIMITED LIGHT MEDIUM E..VY
NUMBER OFP SAMPLES 44 14 7 :.
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 1,275,136 92,357 186,967 316,364 4,162
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 356 92 49 245 153
.AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 3.09 6.54 7.00 8.46 S.)5
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.05 5.16 2.84 1.84 4.24
HOURLY VARIANCE 4.19 2S.62 8.07 3.37 ". '.
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 28,980 6,597 26,710 31,599 12,,07
S
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. 0EV. 23,835 6,277 20,041 24,415 is,3,06
',AILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 568,122,548 39,398,334 401,653,136 596,083,473 267,340,286
DAILY HIGH 118,287 25,121 53,240 118,287 71,198
DAILY LOW 1,81 1,000 1,'1 2,420 1,000






2". ;,:'t. 3ZD AND .ULCH 0
?AC7ORS "IHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON '1UC7..
iEATHER TRAFFIC HANPOWER UTILITY 'iORK 3THER :;o
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING "!.CTORS
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 21 2"
TOTAL JNITSI WORKED 450,553 324,199 447,)21 251,06 314, 57
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 133 121 1 106 3 1 i5-
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 6.31 6.39 5.i6 12.36
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 25 u .71
OURLY VARIANCE ).68 9.30 4. 6 A-13 .53
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY '1,455 16,210 Z4,;65 ;5,658 !3,u47
DAILY QUBT!T STAN. DEV. 1 19,06 60,544 3)100 ,
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 4.16ENO8 3.34E08 4.s2Ef0 '..3)+0Q 2.63E+18 .9
DAILY HIGH 77,190 77,198 58,401 113,287 66,317 0
DAILY LOW 1,000 1,000 1,000 3,006 1,564
4- PERCENT DIFFERENCE -9.00% -31.25% 5.55% $2.09% -19.21%
FROM THE AVERAGE •
.' 
-'p.-






"TLU ITS IOK D )5,1
>23UARE :,A:'D"
;RIG[NAL 3.Cc:s:T~ucT[ON cc" ue ..... cIN RIG
'.;UMBER OF SAMPLES 139 21 4 '
: TAL ,U,-1I,,, "iORKED 250,010 1W,3 0 66,256 ,,21 :i,:56 ,
:OTAL iOURS WORKED 1,17i 63 232 28 51-•
.VERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY .46 i.36 11.02 1.00 i.%
AOUR Y ST N. DZV. . i. .. 3 ,.5:.
' jURLY VARIAiCS 9.34 4.03 30.31 .j I.:s
AVERAGS UNITS WORKED/DAY 1,799 1,83,155 '.355 ,6933
DAILY QUANTITY STAN, DEV. 2,159 1,348 1,373 255 510
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 4,660,558 1,316,688 19,179,139 64,316 324,450
DAILY HIGH 16,536 3,007 16,536 1,404 2,230
DAILY LOW 6 5 356 716 800
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 
-72.80% 75.41% -41.37% -5,891
FROM THE AVERAGE
".a.





LOCAL CONDITIONS 7RAFFIC CCHDITIONS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT 'iEDIUM HEAVY
'IUMBER OF SAMPLES 31 As 3 S ;5 7
CT.AL UNITS WORKED 196,514 53,416 ]4,610 I,$,612 03,7108
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 757 419 147 534 496 •
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 8.32 8.73 3.65 3.21 1.69
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 1.39 4.46 2.30 1.85 4.12
HOURLY VARIANCE 3.56 19.92 5 29 3.41 16.93 0
.2'* AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 2,160 1,113 2,036 2,240 1,224
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. 0EV. 2,523 841 2,051 2,771 386
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 6,366,513 707,949 4,208,537 7,678,723 784,688
DAILY HIGH 16,536 4,000 3,007 16,536 4,000
DAILY LOW 6 98 411 6 175 0





NO. ; %N % O - % %
:3. :,nt. SOD •
i.ZVkig YARD)
iACTORS WHICH HAD AN iFFECT ON FRODUCION
iSATHER TRAFFIC HANPOWER UTILITY WORK OTHER 1O0
OR ZQUIP DELAYS PHASING ACTORS
:HER OF SAMPLES 56 14 15 5 13 2' 48
:TAL UNITS WORKED 103,249 51,642 17,915 2,2n 52,031 24,90 1 8,531
:;TAL HOURS WORKED 152 315 125 33 126 232 416
.1-,RAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 8.06 7.15 1.30 7.60 S.61 10.13 3.66
iURLY STAN. DEV. 2.04 2.20 1.26 0.!0 .I 5.58 1.39
,RLY V.RIANC. 4.14 4.82 1.59 0.04 S.33 :5.3i 2.5"
AVIRAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 1,844 1,174 1,194 450 2,738 1,250 2,?61
€ •
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 2,300 1,003 853 161 4,542 785 1,746
vAILY QUANTITY VARIAIC; 7,841,851 1,005,885 727,660 26,000 20,633,044 616,364 3,247,1-3
DAILY HIGH 16,536 3,822 3,155 700 16,536 2,671 3,307
DAILY LOW 175 99 200 200 4306







ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTIO 3RIDGg
iUMBER OF SAMPLES 52 40 , .
?OTAL UNITS 'ORKED 13,970 15,301 2,146
:oAL ROURS WORKED 397 301 62 2
AVERAGE HOURS WORXED/DAY 7.63 7.53 10.33 5.,7
HOURLY STAN. 097. 2.44 2.10 I.75 2.345
:iOURLY VARIViCE 5.93 5.31 3.56 4.22
AVRAGE UNITS iORKED/DA! 165 383 354 257 "
0AILY QUANTITY STAN. OEV. 486 526 397 IS0
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 235,886 277,030 157,977 :5,693
DAILY HIGH Z,281 2,288 1,175 410
DAILY LOW 0 0 38 50
." ', .
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 4.86% -2.87% -29.53%
FROM THE AVERAGI




:1. c Gnr. UARDRAIL
[LINEAR FEET)
LOCAL CUNDIIONS TRAFFIC CCNDITIONS
qRURAL URBAN LIMITED LIGHT :iDIUM 4EAVY
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 35 17 0 4 22 26
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 14,378 4,592 3,80 6,394 3,376 l
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 2173 119 34 163 195
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.94 7.00 1.33 1.66 7.50
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.16 2.32 2.04 2.52 2.40
HOURLY VARIANCE 4.65 7.97 4.17 6.33 5217
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 411 270 800 313 1
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 574 174 693 436 453
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 329,263 30,321 480,938 183,957 '05,121
DAILY HIGH 2,288 600 1,700 1,932 2,288
DAILY LOW 31 0 125 31 0
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 12.61% -25.55% 119.30% -14.11% -6.42%
FROM THE AVERAGE
Table 3.16 cont. 'IL85.5 3S
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A4. coat, 'UAiDRAIL(LINIAR FEET)
FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
VIAYNER 1"hlFIC ANPOW!yR iTIT .ORK 1THER
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING F'ACTORS
.UHBER Of SAMPLES 11 18 12 3
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 5,338 3,325 1,425 I,3u0 ,525 11,32
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 38 131 30 64 212
AVTERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 3.00 7.23 S.63 3.30 .0 33 3.1
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.66 2.61 2.34 3.12 3.11 2.25
"CURLT '7ARIANCE 7.09 6.81 3.63 .a l.-
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 531 185 119 238 3,1
DAILY 0UANTITY STAN. DEV. 618 137 79 172 "A S16
DAILY UANTITY VARIANCE 331,591 18,794 6,211 2:,648 16,392 "55,303
DAILY HIGH 2,238 575 325 575 515 1,932
DAILY LOW 63 50 38 63 ""50 0
A.PERCENT DIFFERENCE 45.49% -49.36% -67.45% -34,91 4.511 19.47%




7-7 7. 77-- R:. - -
1" ?AVEMENT MARKERS
PROJECT CATEGORY
ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION INTERSECTION 3RIDGE
HUNBER OF SANPLES 57 6 3 2
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 35,708 29,312 5,737 593 66
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 354 289 50 13 2
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 6.20 6.27 6.25 6.50 2.00
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 3.11 3.25 2.28 1.50 0. 00
HOURLY VARIANCE 3.65 10.56 5.19 2.25 0.00
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 626 637 717 297 66
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 522 539 441 102 0
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 272,800 290,588 194,801 10,302 0
DAILY HIGH 2,215 2,215 1,300 398 66
DAILY LOW 36 36 149 195 66
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 1.72% 14.47% -52.67% -89,46%
FROM THE AVERAGE 0
Table 3.17 Reflective Pavement Markers "'
87
s,
$5. cont. REFLECTIVE1 PAVEMENT MARKERS(gACJ II
LOCAL CONDITIONS TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
RURAL URBAN L2HITD LIGHT IEDIUM AVy
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 34 13 4 25 :'
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 24,324 3,317 :,367 1,467 17,232 :,59
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 227 30 47 12 i64 173
AVIRAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 6.68 4.21 11.63 4.00 6.56 ~ 1
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 2.73 2.23 0.41 216 1.61 ".46 I.
OURLY VARIANCE 7.17 4.38 0.17 1.67 E.2 11.3
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 7,0 464 517 489 631 52
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 537 489 270 412 2 $42
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 288,313 239,024 72,731 63,3209 2,325 :32,734
DAILY HIGH 2,029 2,215 957 1,033 1,800 2,215 J
DAILY LOV 36 56 223 3 38 56 -





15. COST. REFLECTIVE PAVEMENT MARKERS
(EACI-
YACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION
WEATHER TRAFFIC MANPOWER UTILITY WORK OTHER 30
OR EQUIP DELAYS PHASING FACTORS
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 14 280 0 5
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 7,691 16,272 848 16,461
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 101 164 14 151
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAT 7.18 5.86 2.130 6.116
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 3.78 3.62 0.75 2.15
HOURLY VARIANCE 14.27 13.09 0.56 6.49
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 549 581 170 6
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 503 582 i8 480
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 253,440 338,852 7,311 230,511
DAILY HIGH 2,029 2,215 300 1,800
..
D AILY LOV 56 36 56 is
r 44 Table 3.17 cont.
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M. 3REAKI1G AND COMPACTING CONCRETE S
(SQUARE YARD)
:ROJECT CATEGORY
ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION E:;T:RS ECTION 2R I GE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 10 5 5 0 .
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 902 616 2S6 0
TOTAL HOURS %ORKED 3650
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 1.60 1.20 10.00
HOURLY STAN. DEv. 1.30 1.60 0.0
~iOURLY VARIAHCE 1.24 2.56 3.10
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DA 90 123 51
°S
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 83 91 58
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 6,861 3,234 3,317
DAILY HIGH 2*228 167
DAILY LOW 17 5
PERCENT OIFFERENCS 36.55% -36.55%
PRON THE AVERAGI
,0
Table 3.18 UF Survey Breaking and Compacting Concrete
90
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Ii. cont. BREAKING AID COMPACTING CONCRETE
(S)QUARE TARD)
L3CAL CONDITIONS TRAFFIC CONDII2NS
RURAL URBAN LIMITED 1IGRT e.EDIUM -'EAly
NUMBER OF SAMPLES 5 5 0 ,
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 2186 £16 3
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 50 36 3
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 10.00 7.20
HOURLY S7AN. DEV. 0.00 1.6 1.30
HOURLY VARIANCE 0.00 2.5£ :
AVERAGE UNITS VORKED/DAY 57 123 I
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. so 91 33
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 3,317 8,234 ,1
DAILY HIGH 167 228 228
DAILY LOW 5 17 5
PERCENT DIFFERENCE -36.55% 36.55% 0.001
FROM 7HE AVERAGE
Table 3. 18 cont.
9i IWO
i cant. EREAKIIG AND COMPACTING CONCRETE
(SQUARE YARD)
VACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON FRODUCT!ON
;EAHER :RAFFIC M'NPOWER UTILTY ;ORK QTHER O
R EQUiP DELAYS PHASING FCTORS
IUXBER OF SAMPLES 5
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 516 236
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 36 50
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAY 7.20 10,00
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 1.60 0.00
HuURLY VARIANCE 2.56 J.00
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY i23 57
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 91 58
DA QUANTITY VARIANCE 8,234 3,317
DAILY HIGH 228 167
DAILY LOW 17 5
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 31.55% -36.55%
FROM TIE AVERAGE
re Table 3.18 cont.
9
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17. :TMPRESSION SEAL REPLACEMENT
J.INEAR FEET)
PROJECT CATEGORY
ORIGINAL 1ECCNSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION [TER.OCTION -'IDGE
'UMBER OF SAKPLES31 
-
0'O.kL UNITS WORKED 424 16238
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 26 6 20 •
AVERAGE HOURS WORKD/OAY 8.67 6.00 10.00
HOURLY STAN. DEV. 1.89 0.00 0.00
HOURLY VARIANCE 3.56 0.00 0.00
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 141 186 119
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DEV. 32 0 5
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 1,014 0 25."
DAILY HIGH 186 186 124
°S
DAILY LOW 114 186 114
PERCENT DIFFERENCE 31.60% "15.80%i FROM THE AVERAGE
a..-.
..-. :,




,. cont. COMPRESSION SEAL REPLACEMENT
LINEAR FEETI
,
4  L.CAL CONDITIOMS TRAFFIC CHnIDIc1NS
SURAL 'SAN LIMITED LH? ;IDIUI IEAVY
N;UMBER OF SAMPLES 3.3
TOTAL 'JNIT 'dORKED 28 S
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 2062S
, HORLY SMN. DIV0
HOURLY VARIANCE D.00 .00 .0
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 119 36 141
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DIV. 5 32
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCI 25 1,014





k17. cont. COMPRESSION SEAL REPLACEMENTHE[NAR F~EJ
73CTORS WHICH HAD Al iFFECT 3 P RODUCTION
'WEATHER TRAFFIC JANPOWiR 9TILITY 4C1K OTHER No
?R EQUIP DELAYS :AAING FACTORS
HUNER OF SAMPLES 2 0 03
TOTAL UNITS WORKED 238 186
TOTAL HOURS WORKED 20
AVERAGE HOURS WORKED/DAT 10.00 6.00
HOURLY STA,. DIV. 0.00 0.00
HOURLY VARIANCE 0.00 0.00
AVERAGE UNITS WORKED/DAY 119 186
DAILY QUANTITY STAN. DRV. 5 0
DAILY QUANTITY VARIANCE 25 0
DAILY HIGH 124 186
DAILY LOW 114 18"
PERCENT DIFFERICE -15.80% 31.60%
FRON THE AVERAGE
.5.
Table 3.19 cont. 
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CHAPTER 4
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA SURVEY
RESULTS COMPARED TO OTHER STUDIES
A. Introduction. -'
Two additional surveys were conducted to acquire 0
as much data as possible concerning highway
construction productivity rates. The first survey
initiated by UF was an investigation of productivity
rates used by the other state highway agencies. A
survey was sent to the 50 state DOT's with 37
responding and providing information concerning methods S
for estimating contract time and the associated
productivity rates. The second survey entailed
contacting private contractors that specialize in
highway construction and contract with FDOT.
Discussions were conducted with four contractors to
obtain their productivity rates. These two surveys •
were conducted and coordinated by Ralph Ellis.
B. Summary Of Surveys.
.
The combined survey summary is tabulated in table
4.1. The summary includes the results from the data
that was received from all three surveys (UF
IProductivity, UF State DOT, and UF Contractor). There
96
are additional work activities Included in this table
that are not included in the UF survey, because of the
variety of information received. The summary shows the
data collected by source and the recommended production
rate to use on FDOT construction projects. The tables
and recommendations were taken from the "Final Report,
Establishing Contract Durations Based On Production
Rates For FDOT Construction Projects", authored by Dr.
Zohar Herbsman, and Mr. Ralph Ellis, dated June 27,
1988.
The three surveys provided a broad base to obtain
the required information to make a knowledgeable
recommendation to the FDOT concerning the standard
productivity rates they use to determine contract
duration. Based on the information obtained from the
XR
4-rveys four additional standard work activities are
Vrecommended.21 The recommendations are to add Highway
Lighting, Fence and Signalization as additional work
activities, and divide Excavation into two activities.
The activities are excavation by using scrapers and
excavation by using trucks. Table 4.2 contains the
. recommended new rates to be used by FDOT.22
,%
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Wori ftem Description
Move-In Mobilization in Preparation for
Commencing Work
Source Production Rate (days) Comments
FDOT 15- 25 15- normal; 25 - normal





New Jersey DOT 10
Oklahoma DOT 20-20
°S
Wyoming DOT 5-10 __
Contractor A 15






-. FDOT 15 days Data Summary State DOT's Mean 10
LUFSurvey 7 days Contractor MI 12
* Investigator's Comnnts: Unless the project is unique, two weeks appears to be adequate
time for mobilization.
Indicated Production Rate: 15 days
Table 4.1 Combined Survey Summary 98
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Iem DescriDtin%
Clear and Grub Clearing and Removal of Grass,
Brush and Trees
Source Production Rate(acres'day) Comments .'
FDOT 1 -10 not to exceed 20 days; grading time will govern after 20 days
UF Survey 2.3
Arkansas DOT 1.25-2.5 10, laarge jobs
Lousiana DOT 1.5
Michigan DOT 2
4 -construction and reconstruction
New Jersey DOT 4-10 10-widening and resurfacing
North Carolina DOT 1,4 10 1-10, major projects; 1 -8, grading paving projectsNorth Carolina DOT V4 - 10 114 .1. small rural - urban oroiects 
.
r Wisconsin DOT 2.5
Colorado DOT 3.0
Contractor A 5 - -
Contractor B 2.0 0.3 for heavy; 6.0 for light ..,%
Contractor C .75- 5 .75 for urban; 5.0 for interstate
Contractor D 2.5
"PU.
FDOT 1 - 10 Data Summary State DOT's 1man 3.3SUF Survey 2.3 Contractor Mma 3.1
Investigator's Comments: rate for light clearing on large, open access projects is up to 10 acres day.
rate on heavy clearing or on small urban jobs may be only 1 acre day. ':.'
Indicated Production Rate: 3.0 acresday for medium clearing under average conditions
Table 4.1 cont. 99
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Description
Excavation General Excavation (cut to fill)
Scrapper Operation
Source Production Rate(acres/day) Comments
FOOT use curves 1,8oo, smai jobs 00- 10,oo cy
0 27.500. large jobs over 100.000 cy
UF Survey 1,044
UF 1979 Report 2,000 - 5,000 3,000, for 3,500 ft haul
-_, UF 1979 Report 2,0005,00 4,000 for 2,000 ft haul 
--
Lousiana DOT 1,000 3,000 1,000, urban
_3.000, rural
Michigan DOT 800- 12,000 800 + embankment; 12,000 freeway
1.000. bridge: 5.000. reconstruction
Minnesota DOT 2,000- 10,000 9,000, scrapper; 5,500, truck
New Jersey DOT 500 - 2,000 500, reconstruction; 2,000 construction
North Carolina DOT 100 - 8,000 300, small jobs; 4,000, grading + paving job
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7.000, major project
1,200, 0 -20,000 cy; 6,400, 100,000 - 250,000 cy;North Dakota DOT 1,200 -12,800 9.600, 500,000- 1,000.000 cy; 12,800 over 1 million cy
Oklahoma DOT 3,000 - 10,000 3,000, 0- 200,000 cy; 5,000, 500.000 - 600,000 cy;Wiscosi DOT 3000 .1,000 6.000. over 700.000 cy; 10.000. extra laarce jobs
" Wisconsin DOT 300- 5,000"" !
Wyoming DOT 500- 10,000 rock excavation 2,000- 3,000 cyday;
Woigsolid rock excavation 500 cy/day
Pennsylvania DOT 2,500 based on 3,000'- 4,000' haul for less than 2.000' haul
use 4.500 cviday
Colorado DOT 2,300
C o n tra c to r A 10 ,000 _ _ _,__ 
_ _ _ _
Contractor B 1.400 - 11.000 depends on number of units and haul distance
Contractor C 3.500 fo; balance cut + fill, grading time controls, 5.000 sy/day
Contractor D 4 000 maximum oroduction on lame jobs 11.000 cvday
FDOT 1,800 - 32,500 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 1,300- 4,300. 8,100
UF Survey 1,044 Contractor Mean 5,900
Investigator's Comments: -.
low ave. high
Indicated Production Rate: 1,400- 5,600 - 11,200 cy/day
Table 4.1 cont. 100
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Description
Truck Haul Excavation which requires
Truck Hauling (over 1 mile hauls)










li " - ~ ~Indicated~l Production Rate: 900.-3,000 - 7,500 lO
Tl4 cn 101
WUW! , !, ..
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Descrilign
Base Course Base Construction, Sand-Clay, Lime
Rock, Lime Rock Stabilized, Shell
Stabilized and Soil Cement
Source Production Rate(sy/day) Comments1,____________ __________ .00., Ove 10000 sy 
-
FDOT use curves 1,000, 0v10,000 sy
UF Survey 1,690
800.- 12" base; 1,200 - 8" base8UF 1979 Report 800-2,000 2,000. 6" base
1,800, small project 12" baseArkansas DOT 1,800 -3,000 3,000, large project 12" base
Lousiana DOT 3000 . 4,500 3,000 -4.500 - non stabilized
North Carolina DOT 600-1,400 sand asphalt
Oklahoma DOT 500 -2,000 0 -30,000 sy, use 500 sy/day; 30.000- 60,,000 sy, use 1,000Wisconsin DOT_4,000 
_60.000 -150.000 sv. use 1.500:150.000 +. use 2.000
Wisconsin DOT 4,000
Wyoming DOT 2,000-12,800
Colorado DOT 2,000 for small jobs reduce to 1,000 sy/day
Contractor A 1,800
Contractor B 900- 1,800 1,800- for single lift; 900- for double lift
Contractor C 1,200 - 2,500 2,500 - single lift; 1,200- double Ilift
Contractor D 5,200 5,200 - for single lift; 2,600 - for double Ilift
FDOT 4,500 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 1,450 -2,800 - 4,150
UF Survey 1,690 Contractor Mean 2,800 for single lift
Investigator's Comments: rate is dependent upon the number of lifts required
A Indicated Production Rate: 1,800 sy/day for single lift; 900 sy/day for double lift
Table 4.1 cont. 102
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
V.1ork Item Description
Stabilized Road Bed General Stabilization
Source Production Rate (sy/day) Comments
FOOT 5,000 not to exceed 10 lays
UF Survey 4,636
UF 1979 Report 1,000
Arkansas DOT S days- small project;





FOOT 5,000 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 3,000
UF Survey 4,636 Contractor Mean 2,700
Investigator's Comrnents:
Indicated Production Rate: 4,500 sy/day
Table 4.1 cont. 103
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Description k%
Surface Treatment Aggregate with Asphalt Treatment
Source Production Rate (cy/day) Comments
FDOT 200
UF Survey -404- 53
Contractor A not a current procedure
Contractor B 200
Contractor C not a current procedure
Contractor D not a current procedure
WA.:
FOOT 200 Data Summary State DOT's Meanm,
UF Suvy4e-' Contractor Mean 200
-- Investigator's Comments: this activity is apparentdy not common
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item DescriOtion
Concrete Pavement Cement Concrete Pavement
Source Production Rate(sy day) Comments
FDOT 5.000
UF Survey 81 3 samples for a total of 15 days
6.800 -9" pavement; 7,800 -8" pavement
UF 179 Rport6,80 - 9600 9.600 - 6" pavement
Lousiana DOT 2,000
Michigan DOT 4,000 add 5 days for cure time
Minnesota DOT 2,000 - 10,000 2,000 non-standard width;
._ _ _ 10.000 standard width
New Jersey DOT 225 - 2,500 225- intersection: 750- widening:1.000. reconstruction: 2.500- construction
North Carolina DOT 1000-5,000 1,000. 1.500 tapors; 3.000- 5,000 all projects
Oklahoma DOT 400.2,000 400- municipal; 800- 1,000 rural: 2,000 - large 4 lane
-0
Wisconsin DOT 1,200- 5,000 1,200- urban; 5,000- rural ,.
Colorado DOT 4,500 for very large jobs, up to 10.000 sy day
Contractor A 1.000 - 5,000 1.00- for widening; 5,000 - for large production jobs
Contractor B 2,000- 4,000 2.000. is average; 4.000. for large jobs with central plant
.
Tal _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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"FDOT 5,000 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 955 • 2045 -,4900
UF Survey 81 contractor Mean 1,030 - 2,030 • 4.53,0 ,
• Investigator's Comments:
Indicated Production Rate: 2.000 syday for average jobs.
Tbe .1for jobos exceeding 25,000 sy total, use rate of 4,000 sy'day WV,
Tabl 4.1 cont.
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work fter DescriptionMill Existing Pavement Milling of Existing Pavement
Source Production Rate(sy'day) Comments
FDOT 4,000 20 days maximum
UF Survey 12,244
Lousiana DOT 5,000 -10,000
6,000- urban reconstructionMinnesota DOT 6,000- 15,000 15,000. large project






FDOT 4,000 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 4,500 - 4,500 - 16,700
UF Survey 12,244 Contractor Mean 7,700
Investigator's Comments: one milling unit produces an average of 6,000 syday
Indicated Production Rate: 6,000 sy/day for average jobs .
Table 4.1 cont. 106 4"F
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Description
Plant Mix Asphaltic Concrete Courses
Source Production Rate (tons/day) Comments
FDOT use curves approx. 1,000 tons-day
UF Survey 687- 72,9 ,_,_
UF 1979 Report 1,000
Arkansas DOT 600 5 days small project
600 tons!day large project
Louisiana DOT 500-1,000 500-800, overlay; 1,000 large project
Minnesota DOT 1,500-7,400 2,400- base course; 2,000 -binder2,000 -wearing course >1"; 1,500 - wearing course <1"
New Jersey DOT 50-1,000 50- intersection; 750- reconstruction1.000 - construction, widening, resurfacing
North Carolina DOT 200-1,500 200-500 small version project; 200-600 small rural
widening project 300-1,000 grading'paving project;
800-1600 major projects
Size of Job Not Bit. RecycleO Bit.
North Dakota DOT 600-2,000 0-20.000 tons 800 tons day 600 tons.day20,000.40,000 1,200 900
40.000-80,000 1,800 1,35080,000+ 2,000 1,500
:iZe Ot JC,




Wisconsin DOT 500 -1,000 500- urban
_"_1.000-rural
Wyoming DOT 1,500 -2,000
Colorado DOT 500 For large projects up to 1,000 tons'day
Contractor A 900 - 1.000 1,500 for large interstate jobs
. Contractor B 400- 600
Contractor C 450 1200 for large interstate jobs
Contractor D 450
FDOT 1.000 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 640 - 822 - 1,550
UFSurvey -457- ? 2 Contractor tean 590
Investigators Comments:
Indicated Production Rate: 500 ton/day for everage projects up to 1200 tonsiday for large
Interstate jobs.
Table 4.1 cont. 107
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DATA COLLECTION SUlMARY SHEET
Work Item Descriotion
Sewer Pipe Concrete Drainage Pipes
Source Production Rate(LFiday) Comments
FDOT 100- 400 form Licipal project: includes pipe. inlets, manholes. etc.
UF Survey 68 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Lousiana DOT 200 pipe less than 36"
Michigan DOT 400- 120 120(0 . 14it up to 60"), 80(0 - 14ft over 60")
60(14ft plus). 40(jacked in place)
Minnesota DOT 150- 300 150 pipe greater than 30"; 300 pipe less than 24"
New Jersey DOT 50 - 200 50- widening + intersection; 100- reconstruction;
200- construction
North Carolina DOT 50- 300 100- 300 major prcot: 1- .30 small rural + w.'en:g
oroiects: 50 -200 small uroan croiect
Wisconsin DOT 100
Wyoming DOT 200
Pennsylvania DOT 60- 150 84" pipe use 60 LFi day; 24" pipe use 150 LF day
'V.
Contractor A 100 110
Contractor B 100 '_'_ .
Contractor C 100 60 LFday for urban jobs
I ., ,",,
4,'FO 0 0 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 73.- 157 - 214 ,
U F Survey 68 Contractor rMea n 1"r
Investigator's Comments:-






DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Description
Curb and Gutter Concrete Curb and Gutter SectionIncluding Apparent Structures
Source Production Rate(LF day) Comments
FDOT [ 300-700
UF Survey 335
UF 1979 Survey 1.000
Michigan DOT 2,500 add 5 days cure time
ftlinnesota DOT 2.000
200- intersection: 300- resurface: 400- widening;NO0 recnstruol,,n: 500 - construo::on
North Carolina DOT 100- 1.00 500 1.000 major crotect: 100- 500 grazing c.aving ...ect100 - 200 small uroan rural oroiect
Wisconsin DOT 500
Wyoming DO 50_______ _____________________
Contractor A 300 . 1,000 300 for hand formed: 1.000 for machine formed
Contractor B ,'d 02-00 possiole for straight runs out ,lot and coenings




FDOT 300 - 700 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 1067
UF Survey 335 Contractor N.lean 350 -725 - 1,100
Investigator's Comments: The number of inlets and openings will effect the production rate F,-
Indicated Production Rate: 300- 1,000 LF, day
Table 4.1 cont. 109 ' .
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DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Description S
Sidewafk Cement Concrete Sidewalk
Source Production Rate(syiday) Comments
T500]
pr UF Survey 130
Michigan DOT 75- 225 75- patching; 225 -construction
Minnesota DOT 275
"New Jersey DOT 100-225 ]___________________
Nwss DOT 00 100- intersection; 150- resurface: 175- wicening:Wisconsin DOT 5M! 225 - construction
Wyoming DOT 100
Contractor A 200 %
Contractor B 300 ._
Contractor C 300-700 I ____
%
1I0
,. FDOT 500 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 238 ,'"
UFS re 30 Contractor Mean 333
Investigators Comments:
•Indicated Production Rate: 300 sy/day
Table 4.1 cont. 110
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. . . .. _ _ _ _ _" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __r __ _ __" _ _ _ _ i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.. . . _ _ _ _. . . ._ _ _ _
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
V.'ork Item Descript ion
Seeding Blown Seed M.ulch




Michigan DOT 48,400 75 - patching: "25 - construction
Minnesota DOT 48,400
New Jersey DOT 10,000




Contractor A 1.500 - 12.000 12.000 for flat area: 1,500 for slcpes
Contractor B 1.300 - 15.000 1 .0CC- 4:, flat area: 1.5-00 f:r si.zces
Contractor C 10.000
:5Contractor D 60,000 
.
FOOT 15.000 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 24,700NUF Survey 23577 Contractor Mean 24.250
investigator's Comments: '
indicated Production Rate: 23.500 sy/day
Table 4.1 cont.
DATA COLLECTION SUM.MARY SHEET
%Vorl< Item Descrttion
Sodig Placement of Grass Sod









_______________ Suve 1,______00___ Contractor__________Mean_____ 1,375__
Investiators Cmments
Iniae routo at:150s
Tab 4 cn 11
lira
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
V.'ork Item Description ,.
Guardrail Installation of Guardrail Section
Scurce Production Rate(LF day) Comments
FDOT 1500 I when significant part of project
UF Survey 364
Lousiana DOT 500- 1.000
Maryland DOT 1,000
Micnigan DOT 750 qS
Minnesota DOT 750
,orin Carolina DOT 50- 1,500 i ,. smaii -rsn zrzect: 20 ssai rural
wicenin: project. 500 -1,500 maor paving pr:iects;
Colorado DOT 700
aft'%
t"FOOT 15C0 Data Summary State DOT's Mean 758
UF Survey 364 Contractor t,'can
Investigator's Comments: %!
A.Indicated Production Rate: 300 - 1,500 LF day depending on quantity involved ,




- - -,. WT IFPA
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Description
Breaking and Compacting Reseating Existing Pavement S
Existing Concrete Pavement
Source Production Rate(syday) Comments
FDOT 5,000
UF Survey 85







FO ooDaaSmaySaeOsUFSurvey 85 Contractor Mean 1.500.,.,
Investigator's Commen~s: UF survey sample may have been toc small to make a resonable estimate
~ ~Indicated Production Rate: 5,000 sydeay ,.
Table 4.1. cant. 11]4
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work tem D.s criI i on
Compression Seal Replacement Replacement of Compression Seal
Source Production Rate(ftiday) Comments






_ __e41 ot 11 ""
__ 1°Ii;
I.x0
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Deription0
Reflective Pavement Installation of Reflective Markers
Markers
Source Production Rate Comments
FDOT 500-1,000 500 (0.20,000 eao
1.000 (20.000 + ea)
UF Survey 626 ___,
1,000 - Traffic PresentLousiana DOT 1,000 - 2,000 2.000 - No Traffic
L
_AA
Indicate50-100dDt Summary Ratte 500 -n 1,000 p dfi
Table 4.1 cont. 116
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
V.'ork Item Description
Signalization Installation of intersection
Source Production Rate Comments
Minnsot DOT 15 aysintesecio oesnotinc na dlieaytioneqimn
NewiJesea DOT 15 days intersection does not include delivery time
Indie Jereytio DOte 10 days rintersection dosn.icledlveytm
_ 
_ __e _ _ _ ______ 1 1
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work Item Descriotion
Fence Installation Chain-Link Fencing
Source Production Rate(ly,'day) Comments
Lousiana DOT 500.1,000 1 ____________________
Michigan DOT 500- 1,200 500 woven wire, 1200 chain link
Minnesota DOT 2,000 - 4,000 2,000 woven wire, 1200 chain link
New Jersey DOT 400 hilik
N~orth Carolina DOT 1 300 -2,000 1 1.000.-2,000 -major project; 500.- 1,000 - gracing/
_____________________ ________________ 
paving. project: 300 - 500 - small rural urban orciect
RR Wisconsin DOT 500 woven wire + chain link
"/0omin DOT 1 70- 2.000 I2.000 - ??,w fence, 640 - span force,
___________________ _______________ 70 - 100 - screen fence. 1.00 - 1.500 filter fabric
14.
FDTDt umr tt O' en16
___ Sur______ctr ba
Tab~~., 4.1 ont 1-
YDATA COLLECTION SUMMARY SHEET
Work hemDmsri~t ionILghting Installation of Highway
Lighting
Source Production Rate Comments
Michigan DOT 6 standardsliday 
_________ _____________
New Jersey DOT j4 standards/,day ______ _______________
FDO DaaSmaySaeDTsMa tnad a
F Suve Cotato i
InvetigaorsCommnts prouremnt ime h ud befigued ep-rtel
_ __aedPoucinRt_ _ _ __ stnadia
Tabl 4.1cont 1
aii
Guidelines for Estimating Production Rates
1. General Time 15 days Normally(Mlove in, t prior be,
to commencing work)
%
2. Clearing and Grubbing 3/4 acre/day Small quantity jobs
3 acre/day iedium clearing, average quantity N
10 acre/day Light cleering, large quantity S
3. Excavation 1400 cy/day Small quantity jobs under
(Regular, Scrapper) I00,000 cy
5600 cy/day Medium quantity jobs 100,000 -
300,000 cy 
.
11200 cy/day Large quantity jobs over30O y-
300,000 cy
4. Excavation 900 cy/day Small quantity jobs under
Truck -Hau) 100,000 cy
3800 cy/day Medium quantity jobs 100,000 I
300,000 cy
7500 cy/day Large quantity jobs over
300,000 cy
5. Stabilized Roadbed 4500 sy/day Normal
6. Bases
Sand-Clay, Limerock, 900 sy/day Double lift installations
Limerock Stabilized,
Shell stabilized and 1800 sy/day Single lift installations
Soil Cement bases
•0
Table 4.2 Recommended Productivity Rates
For FDOT
120
.44. ~ .,,,~ v'~ . ? . ,'~ ~ ~& ~ * \-X  %~' *~ ~ ' ? b M ~ v
7. Surface Treatment 400 cy/day Normal
S
8. Cement Concrete 2000 sy/day Average quantity jobs(Concrete Pavement )
4000 sy/day Large quantity jobs over
25,000 cy
9. Milli 6000 sy/day Average jobs
Eisin Pavement (Note: This rate is achieved with
one machine. If job quantities
justify, more than one machine may
be appropriate.)
10. Plant Mixed Surfaces 500 Tn/day Average jobs
Up to
1200 Tn/day Large quantity, Interstate jobs
11. Storm Sewers 60 LF/day Large pipe, urban jobs (84 in)
100 LF/day Average
150 LF/day Small pipe (24 in)
12. Curb and Gutter 300 LF/day Small quantity jobs, frequent
openings and inlets
1000 LF/day Large quantity jobs, long straight %
runs




.. ~ % ./ j • ... . . ....- . ... . ,•t
14. Seed Mulch 23500 sy/day Average jobs, flat surfaces
15. Grass Sod 1500 sy/day Average jobs, flat surfaces
16. Guardrails 300 LF/day Small quantity jobs
1500 LF/day Large quantity jobs
17. Comoression Seal 100 LF/day NormalReplacement
18. Breaking and 5000 sy/day Normal
Comoacting Existinq
Concrete Pavement
19. Reflective Pavement 500 Ea/day Small quantity, heavy traffic
' arkers 1000 Ea/day Large quantity, normal traffic
-p-
20. Signalization 15 days/inter- Normal




21. Hiahwav Liohting 5 standards/ Normal
day (Procurement time not included.) I
22. Fence 500 LF/day Small quantity, urban jobs
1200 LF/day Large quantity jobs
23. Bridges Use FOOT Tables and Charts for estimating
work days required for bridges.
24. Utility Ooerations Refer to Utility agreements.
25. Procurement of Consult industry sources for confirmations of










The basic definition of productivity, Output /
Input, can be modified any number of ways to provide a 0
meaningful relationship between the effort put into a
task and the gains received from the effort. In the
construction Industry the most common way to measure •
productivity is unit output per man-hour; however, due
to the uniqueness of the FDOT requirements for using
productivity rates to determine contract duration, a S
productivity rate of unit output per day was used in
the report. This daily productivity rate is
independent of the contractor's crew size and the
number of hours the contractor works per day. reh
Accurate measurement of productivity rates have
become possible as a result of technological advances. S
Earlier in history it was not necessary, nor was it
possible to precisely measure productivity. However, ..- 4..
due to our increasingly complexity of the construction
industry and the growing number of court actions, it
has become imperative to measure productivity
accurately. An accurate measurement of productivity
gives the owner or contractor the confidence and
124
ability to plan, organize, and control the manpower and
resources available. Without an accurate measurement
of productivity the owner or contractor could easily
flounder in their attempt to control the construction
contract.
The FDOT recognized the importance of knowing the
accuracy of the productivity rates they use to
determine the contract duration on highway construction
contracts. Three surveys were completed by UF to
provide the FDOT an updated and hopefully accurate
representation of the actual productivity rates that
are being achieved in the field by contractors. This
report covers the survey that measured the actual
productivity rates being achieved by the highway
construction contractors here in Florida. This survey
was sent to all FDOT Resident Engineers so they could
measure the construction site productivity of 17 of
the major work activities that are used to determine
contract duration.
B. Conclusion.
An essential part of every highway construction
project is the section which specifies the contract
time allowed for the project.23 For the FDOT selection
of the correct standard productivity rate for each work
L activity is the key to an acceptable estimate of
contract time. The standard productivity rates for -.'
125 'I
highway construction presented in this report should
assist the FDOT in estimating a more predictable S
project contract duration (see table 4.2). -'
There are many factors In the survey that were
measured to determine their overall affect on
productivity. When using the standard productivity
rates the FDOT Estimating Engineer must use his own
engineering Judgement, and modify the productivity S
rates to account for any factors that could inhibit the
progress of the highway construction contractor. The
engineer's knowledge of the factors that affect highway
construction productivity can have a direct impact on
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF
ENGINEERING GAINESVILLE. FLORIOA 3261"
AREgA CODE 904 PHO0NE 332-033
OEPARTMgNT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
GERAL INSTRUCTIONS
I. Select at least three projects. Try to pick different types of jobs such
as new construction vs. reconstructio;n,. Also, try to select jobs with
different locations such as urban vs rural.
2. The information required consist of one page of general information about
the project and one survey page for each different work activity. (Addi-
tional forms have been enclosed for the EXCAVATION category because it may
be that a single project will involve more than one type of excavation.)
3. Field engineers should record contractor production quantities for all of
the work items which are included in the project.
4. Return the forms as soon as they are completed to:
UNI ERSITY OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
346 WEIL HALLGAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32611 %
ATTN: RALPH ". ELLIS, JR. -W
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR NEED ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE,
TELEPHONE:






,]', '. w'Cww3 ,'.,'f ', , " '_' 4, .'..'P' ' ' VV'''.." *~ % *'N'.-;.'' -. ",'-- ,; -'- VN". ,-" ,.','- -; ,
COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF
ENGINEERING GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32611
AREA CODE 904 PMONE 392-0933 11R
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
PROJECT GENERAL INFORMATION
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
1. PROJECT TITLE:
2. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.:. 
-. 
3. TOTAL CONTRACT vKICE OF THE JOB: $
4. THIS PROJECT WOULD BE CATEGORIZED AS:
RECONSTRUCTION OF AN EXISTING ROAD
CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW ROAD 
..





5. THIS PROJECT IS LOCATED IN COUNTY. 
.









8. FOOT RESIDENT ENGINEER DATE:
129 9
COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDAOF
ENGINEERING GAINESVILLE. FLORIOA 32611
AREA CODE 904 PHONE 392-0933
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
FLORIDAfor
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: CLEARING and GRUBBING
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: _
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: acres
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO'. HOURS WORKED: .
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO. HOURS WORKED: ".___
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO. HOURS WORKED: ".__i
DATE: QUANTITY: acres NO. HOURS WORKED: ___,.,_,,-_
DATE: QUANTITY: .. acres NO. HOURS WORKED: ,_.__-___
4. TYPE OF CLEARING AND GRUBBING WORK:
, light : grass and scattered brush .'
-- medium : brush and scattered trees
!__heavy : heavy brush and large trees
5. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
WEATHER (RAIN)
___,TRAFFIC
___ INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
UTILITY DELAYS






-~COLLEGE U!NIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF
ENGINEERING GAINESVIL.Lt. FLOnOA 3261,
AREA COO9 904 PMONE 392-0933
OEPARTMENT OF CIVIL INGINERING
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: EXCAVATION
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: _
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: Cu. Yds.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ___
DATE: QUANTITY: _Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: -__
DATE: QUANTITY: Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ____
DATE: QUANTITY: Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _...__








6. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
WEATHER (RAIN)
__TRAFFIC 1
___ INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
___ UTILITY DELAYS S
PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
____OTHER _ _."_'_
OTHER to.p
7. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER DATE: _
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
I OF
ENGINEERING GAINESVLL.E. FLORIDA 3261 -
ARCA CODE 904 PNONE 332-0933
09ARMEN'r OF CIVIL. ENGINEERING SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS 0
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: STABILIZING
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: .-_,
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: Sq. Yds.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES: A
DATE: ,_ .,_QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: __._
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ___
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _______
DATE: QUANTITY: . Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
4. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
WEATHER (RAIN)
TRAFFIC
-INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
UTILITY DELAYS
PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
OTHER ,
OTHER
5. FDOT PROJECT ENGINEER DATE:
132
inn
COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF 0
ENGINEERING GAINESVILLE. FLORDoA 32611
AREA COOl 104 P IONE 392-0933
OIPAm TMNT OF CIVIL ENGINEEIING
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: BASE CONSTRUCTION 'Sri
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: ___"_
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: Sq. Yds.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: Sa.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: -
DATE: ,_ QUANTITY: , Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ,-__
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:





____ ASPHALTIC BASE -
5. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
___ WEATHER (RAIN)
TRAFFIC
___ INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
___ UTILITY DELAYS ',
PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
OTHER ,,
OTHER
6. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER DATE: ,
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF
ENGINEERING GAINISVILLE. FLORIOA I6T'
AREA COOl 304 PHONI 3S2-0933
0EPARTMeN! or CIVIL ENGINEERING.
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTHENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: SURFACE TREATMENT
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.:____ _'.__''__
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: Cu. Yds.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _______
DATE: QUANTITY: Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _-___
DATE: QUANTITY: Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: 0
DATE: QUANTITY: Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: __________ QUANTITY: _______ Cu.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
4. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
WEATHER (RAIN)
TRAFFIC 0
INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
UTILITY DELAYS
___ PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
-..- OTHER.
OTHER ,.__ _ _ _,_ _
5. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER _ DATE: ______.4
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COLLEGE UNIVERStrY OF FLORIDA
OF
ENGIN EERING INVIL. OIA22'
AREA Coot 904 PI4ONZ 292-0933
OIPN!MNI P CVILENGNEUING SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS0
(Please, see tnstructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: CONCRETE PAVEMENT
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.:___ ____________
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: _ _________Sq. Yds.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: ______QUANTITY: _ ____Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
DATE: ______QUANTITY: _ ____Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
DATE: ______QUANTITY: _ ____Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
DATE: ______QUANTITY: _ ____Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
DATE: ______QUANTITY: _ ____Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
* 4. THICKNESS Of THE PAVEMENT: ______In.N
5. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
__WEATHER (RAIN)
TRAFFIC
__INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
UTILITY DELAYS
PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
OTHER%
__OTHER ________________ ____0
6. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER _________________DATE:________
135 1~
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA %
OF
ENGINEERING GAINESVIL E.. FLORIDA 3611
AREA COOK 904 04ONI 39Z-0933
OIPARTMENT OP CIVIL ENGINIERING SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARThENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: MILLING EXISTING PAVEMENT
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: _
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: Sq. Yds.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _-_
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ""___
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: -,
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _______
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ._
4. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
___ WEATHER (RAIN)
TRAFFIC
INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT,*
UTILITY BEOTYSRACT
w----" PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT. ' -
,, ~OTHER.."
OTHER l
5. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER DATE: _
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF LIIE I
ENGINEERING GAINESVILLE. PLORIOA 3261.
AREA COot 904 PHONE 32-0933
OEIrFI'MENr OP CIVIL. EMGIN{EINM SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT 
-
for
FLORIDA DEPARThENT OF TRANSPORTATION ,
FIELD OBSERVYATIONS
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: PLANT MIX SURFACE (STRUCTURAL COURSE)
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: _
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: Tons
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
DATE: QUANTITY: Tons NO. HOURS WORKED: ______
DATE: QUANTITY: Tons NO. HOURS WORKED: ___
DATE: QUANTITY: Tons NO. HOURS WORKED: ____
DATE: QUANTITY: Tons NO. HOURS WORKED: ,_,___
DATE: QUANTITY: Tons NO. HOURS WORKED: •
4. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
WEATHER (RAIN) .
TRAFFIC
-__.INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
___ UTILITY DELAYS "
____PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
____OTHER , _ _ _ _ ___
,,__ OTHER .
S. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER DATE:
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF
ENGINEERING GAINESVILLE. .LORIOA 3261,
AREA CODE 904 PHONE 392-0933 ,s
OEPARTM924t OF CIVIL. ENGINEERING
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Please, see instruct ions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: STORM SEWERS
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: 0
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: L.F.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: L.F. AVE.OEPTH: Ft. AVE.DIA.: In. MRS. WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: L.F. AVE.OEPTH: Ft. AVE.OIA.: In. HRS. WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: L.F. AVE.-EPTH: Ft. AVE.DIA.: In. HRS. WORKED:
___ QATT L.F. AVE.DEPTH: Ft.
DATE: QUANTITY: L.F. AVE.EPTH:_ Ft. AVE.OIA.: In. HRS. WORKED:DATE:_____QUANTITY: L.F. AVE.DEPTH: Ft. AVE.DIA.: In. HRS. WORKED: 0
4. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PROOUCTION:
--- WEATHER (RAIN)
_-- TRAFFIC
___ INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
UTILITY DELAYS
___ PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT ,-




5. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER ________________ ATE: _______
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF
ENGINERINGGAINIESVILLE. PLOR10A 3261'





(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: CURB and GUTTER
6
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: _____________
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: _ _________L.F.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: ______QUANTITY: ______L.F. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
DATE: ______QUANTITY: _ ____L.F. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
DATE: ______QUANTITY: ______L.F. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
DATE: ______QUANTITY: _ ____L.F. NO. HOURS WORKED:____
DATE: ______QUANTITY: 
_ ____L.F. NO. HOURS WORKED:
4. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
__WEATHER (RAIN)
__TRAFFIC
__INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
__UTILITY DELAYS
__PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT..
___OTHER _______________%__________ .
OTHER_________________________
5. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER ________________ ATE: _______
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COLLEGE UNIVERSrrY OF FLORIDA
OF 0
ENGINEERING OAINESVILLE. FLORIOA 3261'
AREA COOC 904 PHONE 392-0933
PARTMET OFF CIVIL ENGINEEING -o
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: SIDEWAL,
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.:
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: Sq. Yds.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ___,_,_
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ____-_ a
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
DATE: .. _ QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
4.. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
WEATHER (RAIN)
TRAFFIC
INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT 0
__UTILITY DELAYS
PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
OTHER "._,",_
OTHER ___
5. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER DATE:
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA .
OF"
ENGINEERING PAINCsvI..L. b.0RoA 361 .'
ANA CODE 904 PNONE 392-0933 N.
GZPRT41NTOF CIVIL ENGINEERING SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
*J k.
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS 0
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: SEED and MUlLCH
1. STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: _
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF ',ORK IN THE JOB: Sq. Yds.
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: .-.
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ____"
DATE: .. QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: ___
-- DATE: __ _ _ _ _ QUANTITY: ._ __. _ Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: .__ __
4. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION:
WEATHER (RAIN)
TRAFFIC
INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
UTILITY DELAYS
PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
OTHER
OTHER __ __ _-___ __"
5. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER DATE: '',"_,
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF~ FLORIDA
OF
"iE" ENGINEERING GAINESVIL.LE. FLORIOA 32611
AREA CODE 904 P,ONE 392-0933
OIPARTMENhI OF CIVIL ING114MI4NG
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Please, see instructions on reverse side.)
WORK ACTIVITY: SOD
1 . STATE PROJECT JOB NO.: _
2. TOTAL QUANTITY OF WORK IN THE JOB: Sq. Yds. .
3. OBSERVED PRODUCTION QUANTITIES:
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _______
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _____
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _____
DATE: QUANTITY: , _ Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED: _ _
DATE: QUANTITY: Sq.Yds. NO. HOURS WORKED:
4. FACTORS WHICH HAD AN EFFECT ON PRODUCTION: %
WEATHER (RAIN)
___ TRAFFIC
___ INSUFFICIENT MANPOWER OR EQUIPMENT
UTILITY DELAYS
___.PHASING OF WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT
OTHER ',-'__
___ OTHER "._..___ _
L 5. FOOT PROJECT ENGINEER DATE: _
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COLLEGE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
OF
ENGINEERING GAINESVILLE FLOIDA 32611
AREA COE 904 PHOONE 392-0933
OEPARTMENT OQ CIVIL IENGINIPING
SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECT
for
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